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1 THE COURT: Good morning. |
2 THE CLERK: The People of the State of New York, |
3 indictment 71543 of 2023. i
4 © hopearances, please, starting with the People. i
s MR. STEINGLASS: For the People, ADA Joshua i
6 Steinglass, Matthew Colangelo, Susan Hoffinger, Christopher
7 Conroy, Becky Mangold and Katherine Ellis.
8 Good morning everyone. l
9 THE COURT: Good morning. {

10 MR. BLANCHE: Good morning, your Honor. Todd i

u Blanche. I am joined this morning by President Trump and |
12 the rest of the team, Emil Bove, Susan Necheles and Gedalia |
13 stern.
1 Good morning. |
15 THE COURT: Good morning. Good morning, |

I. I
1 So we have a couple of housekeeping matters to i
18 take care of before we get started. I
13 People, how long do you expect your opening
20 statement to be? |
21 MR. COLANGELO: Your Honor, about 40 minutes. |

22 THE COURT: Okay. Mr. Blanche? i
23 MR. BLANCHE: About 25. |
2 WE cour: Okay. That's fair. |
25 Because, unfortunately, we are going to have to |

i
|
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1 break a little bit earlier or a lot earlier than I
2 anticipated:
3 We were informed this morning by juror number
© 620, who is alternate number six, you nay recall that she |
5 had a toothache last week. She was able to make an
6 emergency appointment today at three o'clock. Perhaps |
7 because of the holiday, T don't know why, that appointment |
° was moved up to 1:20.
5 So, T told her that we can break at 12:30 and I |

10 think that's just something we have to do to make sure we |
1 don't lose an alternate.
12 MR. STEINGIASS: Can I just ask you a quick |
3 messin aviner |
14 Would it be okay, for logistical and bathroom |

1s purposes, if after the opening we take a short break to get |
16 our witnesses upstairs and to go the bathroom?
bt THE COURT: Sure, of course. I
18 The other issue is, we received a call on Friday |
19 from Juror number nine, who was Juror number 423, and 1 did |
20 not speak with the juror, but my understanding is that the |
21 juror was concerned about the media attention and wasn't a ||
2 hundred percent sure that she wanted to be here.
2 The juror is here today. I think that we should
24 speak with the juror. I see we have a courtroom full of
25 people. {

|
res ee EE. —
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1 We can either —- we can do it in my chambers. 1 |
2 an sorzy, in my robing room and I will ask the court iCn =
4 Your client has waived Antommarchi, right? |

s WR. BLANCHE: Yes.
6 THE COURT: If possible, I would ask that mot |

8 one or two, find out what the issue is and see if this i :

10 (THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS WERE HELD IN JUDGE | |
n MERCHAN'S ROBING ROOM.) |
12 THE COURT: Let the record reflect, we are in the |
1 robing room. Mr. Bove, Ms. Necheles, Ms. Hoffinger, Mr.
14 Steinglass and Mz. Blanche are present.
1s T would ask those of you who can sit, please sit,
16 so it's less intimidating for the juror and there is | X

1 another chair here, maybe Mr. Bove can sit in that chair |
1 there and then we can bring the juror in and she can stand. |
19 SERGEANT: Would like me to shut the door? | .
20 THE COURT When she comes in, yes.

2 (#hereupon, juror number nine entered the

2 THE COURT: Good morning. |
25 I apologize for all of this. We need to do |

——— ee— —
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1 everything on the record. |
2 © understand that you called on Friday to express |
5 sone concerns.

s How 00: tenn, © cated dn now. 2 was a |
© soon as I left on Thursday people were Figuring out it was |
7 me based on what was released. I

EE |
10 feel, 1 just, I started thinking further into the trial. 1 |
n started getting nervous that as if = what if more |

13 Would I need to be worried for my safety? |

15 being posted sbout me that 1 didnt necessarily anticipate |
16 was going to happen. | |

1 SwoR JUROR: © feel better today. I feel
18 rowded. 1, obviously, the gravity kind of set in and |
2 just hope that 1 can continue to stay as enomymous a |
FR——. |

3 ewseit. ned concerns 1 ay name vere ever coger owe |
24 there, obviously, that poses a safety risk fo me and thar |
25 was seally my bigsest concern, if anyone ever figured ove |

i
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1 who I was, where I lived, and that I lived by myself that I |

3 THE COURT: I can appreciate that. |

a Just a couple of things that, hopefully, will |

6 First, the jury was the story last week. I
7 Hopefully, I expect that the jury will no longer be the |
8 story.
5 SWORN JUROR: Yes, yes. |

10 THE COURT: Second, it's not entirely possible to |
n read the description and Know who would Know that it was |
12 you, not surprising, so that works out. |
13 You know, if anything were to change, if there |
1 ever conesa time when you feel like you can’t do this, {
15 just bring it to my attention. You should know that after

1 I expressed my disappointment with how much
18 information got out and since that time it's really been |
19 very different. |

21 SWORN JUROR: Yes. i
2 THE COURT: Anything else you want to tell us? |
23 SHORN JUROR: No, it was just safety concerns. |
2 Thank you.
25 THE COURT: Thank you. You can go back to the |

|
|
I
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6 THE COURT: Anybody wish to be heard on that? |

7 MR. STEINGLASS: We have no objection. |

| 17 was never raised or not raised or what was raised was that |

19 in the Access Hollywood tape and that the tape would not be |

24 Access Hollywood tape and, therefore, some special rule |

|
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1 At this point, I don't see any reason why a
2 transcript which accurately summarizes what was said in the |
3 tape should not be admitted into evidence. {

5 THE COURT: I will hear you on that. |

7 for the feasons we put in our letter and the reason we |
I |
5 Honor has ruled.

10 THE COURT: Thank you. [
1 Finally, we did have the Sandoval Hearing last |
12 week on Friday ana § will read my ruling from the bench. |
13 This Court conducted a Sandoval Hearing on |
1 reiday, Aer 15, 2026. |
15 At that time, the People disclosed thé list of |

1 chazged in the indictment, which the People intend to use |
18 at trial to inpeach the credibility of the defendant |

20 The People referred to six different proceedings |

22 The defendant contends, among other things, that |
23 prior conduct is too similar to the crimes to which he is |
20 being charged and will permit the jury to infer guilt from |
25 propensity based on the priors. |
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1 The Court has considered many relevant factors |

2 and balanced the prejudice to the defondant against his |
3 willingness to advance his own self interest in reaching
4 the Sandoval compromise.
5 The operative standard is familiar and,
6 therefore, briefly repeated. It is well settled that the |

8 sound discretion of the trial judge. That's People v.
os Sandowal, 34 ew vork 24 971, 1974.

12 of criminal, vicious and immoral acts to inpeach the |
13 defendant with cross-examination. Sandoval at 373. |

15 questioning the defendant's credibility against the risk of |
16 unfair prejudice resulting from their adnission. Sandoval |
1 aes. i
1 There is no precise formula in determining which |
19 prior acts are appropriate inpeachnent material. People v |

Fess 4 vn tat tn nse 250 i
21 The trial court's analysis is not bound by the |

22 ages nature ox number of defendant's prior crimes. People
25 vray, 84 vow York 2a 713.
2 A defendant can oven be impeached with prior acts
25 on prior had acts thas 0d ot resis in a criminal chars |
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2 Indeed, a trial court my exclude such evidence |
3 entirely, nay alternatively Linit inquiry to the mere fact |
‘ that there has been a prior conviction. It may limit the

6 or it may permit examination to the facts and circumstances ||

. underlying the prior conviction. People v. Mayes, 57 New |
s York 2a 203. |
. Thus, oven a ruling that permits i

10 cross-exanination regarding a defendant's entire criminal |
1 record does not without more indicate an abuse of |

13 In short, the ultimate question as to whether to
1 permit such impeachment is a matter that rests with the
1s trial Judge who exercises a wide range of discretion in
1 ruling on a Sandoval application. That's People v. |
17 Contreras 108 AD 2d 627. i

18 Moreover, as far as probative crimes -- |

1 [r—
2 Noreover, as far an prosative crimes go, the ners
2 similarity of a defendant's prior conviction or prior |
2 conduct. to one of the cries charged, does not |
2 automatically preclude cross-exanination. That's People v.
2 Pavao, B-A-U-A-0, New York 2d 262. i
25 That case dealt with violence. The principal vas |
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1 the same. The mere fact that the conduct was similar does |
2 not in and of ttself preclude going into it. |
3 It has long been recognized that a defendant |

4 cannot shield himself from impeachment on the basis of i

6 particular type of crime. People v. Rahman, R-A-H-M-A-Y,
1 ema sen.
o It ia settled law that a criminal dofendant who
9 chooses to testify on his own benalf may bo cross-examined

10 about any prior crininal, vicious or immoral acts that bear
n logically on his credibility, including those acts by
12 defendant that did not rest, again, in a criminal
13 conviction. | |

This Court is not required to preclude the People |
15 from asking about the incidents because they might keep the |
16 defendant off the stand. People v. Hayes.

wv The Court of Appeals has stated that the alleged
1 stemiariay of the etenaont's Sostinany coos nor ize |
19 the Court to Linit otherwise appropriate impeachment

. an In fact, Court's have recognized that if the
22 defendant is the only witness, it may be that mich more
23 important that the jury be able to access his credibility |
24 accurately. |

2 Thus, the possible unavailability of other
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1 witnesses may cause the trial court to conclude this factor |
2 increases the importance of defendant's credibility. i
3 Of course, fairness dictates that the Court must |

4 be mindful of the potential prejudice to the prosecution in |
5 the fact-finding process denying the jury access to
6 probative evidence of the defendant's credibility. People
7 v. Bennette, B-E-N-N-E-T-T-E, 55 New York 2d at 147. |

5 permitted inquiry may be alleviated by the Court's careful |
10 and specific limiting instructions at the time of |

u cross-examination and, again, during final charge. i

1 should instruct the jury that they are to consider the |
14 defendant's previous conduct only in assessing his |
15 credibility and under no such circumstances are to use his |
16 prior conduct as proof that he committed the instant crime,
Be] given those precise instructions, which the jurors are |
10 presumed to follow, People v. Davis 58 New York 2d 1102,
19 the Court is permitted to reach a Sandoval compromise.
20 Upon applying that law, if defendant takes the
2 stand, the Court will permit the People to inquire into the
2 following six determinations involving four separate |
2 proceedings. |

2 Trump, index number, 452564, document number 1688, the |
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1 Court will allow the People to elicit that on February 16, |

3 Law Section 63 (12) by fraudulently misstating the value of
4 his assets for an economic benefit. The Court ordered the
s defendant to pay penalties and enjoined the defendant from |

2 Corporation for a period of three years. |
5 Next, document number 1584, the Court will allow

10 defendant violated a court order by failing to remove an
1 untrue, disparaging and personally identifying post about i
12 the Court's Principal Law Clerk from the website, Donald J.
13 Trump dot com. The Court fined the defendant $5,000. |

14 And the third document from that incident, |
15 comment number 1998, the Court wild allow the Russie to |
16 elicit that on October 25, 2023, the defendant was found to |
1 have intentionally violated a court order by making public

19 orders not to do so. The Court fined the defendant |
20 $10,000. |
2 Moving on to the next proceeding, and that would |
22 be Carroll v. Trump, 22, OV, 7311, and that would be 5c |
23 number 214. The Court will allow the People to elicit that
20 on September 6, 2023, the defendant was found to have |
25 defamed E. Jean Carroll in public statements in 2019 by
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1 making false statements with actual malice. |

2 #4 natin mast gooeseting, what wok pe does ©

7 "by making a false statement with actual malice. A jury |

8 awarded the Plaintiff compensatory and punitive damages. |

10 Trump, index 451130 of 2018. The Court will allow the |

16 The Court has struck this compromise in order to |

18 chooses: to. |

25 underlying facts, the specific claims or charges and the |

eRLS
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1 anounts of the significant penalties. i

2 The Court cautions defendant that this Sandoval |
3 Ruling is a shield and not a sword. |
‘ After a trial court has made a Sandoval Ruling, a |
5 defendant who offers misleading testimony about his
6 background and prior conduct opens the door to questioning |
7 that otherwise has been excluded. People v. Fardan, |

8 E-A-R-D-A-N, 62 New York 2d 638, at 645 to 647. |
s Would you like to be heard on that? |

10 MR. BLANCHE: No. |

1 THE COURT: I believe that takes care of all of
12 the prelininary matters.
13 Can we bring the jurors out?
14 MR. STEINGLASS: Judge, I wanted to clarify the
15 record on one point. The Sandoval materials, including the

16 chart, was provided to defense counsel. pursuant to your |

21 posses sesh on vanes en oh 20E |
18 Other than that, there is no reason we can't

20 THE COURT: Okay, let's get the jury, please. |

22 THE COURT: ALL rise.

2 courtroom and were properly seated.) i
25 THE COURT: Please be seated.

|
|
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1 Good morning jurors. Welcome back.
2 Members of the Jury, we are about to proceed with
3 the trial of the People of the State of New York versus
a Donald J. Trump.
s At the outset, Tam going to explain the various |
6 stages of a trial and what you may expect to see and hear |
7 during the tesa 20 hat you my potees sneer whee 35 |
° taking place. I will also remind you of some basic {
° principles of law which apply to this and all criminal

10 trials. |

1n At the conclusion of the case, I will again
12 remind you of those principles. Iwill define the crimes |
35 charged, explain the tow that applies to ose cnrzed |
ol crimes and list for you the elements that the People must
15 prove beyond a reasonable doubt.

Ie 30 minutes and may sound similar to what you heard last

19 As you can see, a court reporter is taking down |
20 everything that is being said. What the reporter taxes |
21 down is called the record of the trial. Sometimes you will |
2 s00 a witness use his or fer hands to dliuscrate someching. |
2 For example, a witness may say that an object was |

2s Normally, we will then hear the lawyers, of the

|
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1 Court, say something to the effect of, let the record
2 reflect that the witness is indicating about a foot. i

s we dt Sh. cine sometimes 15. becomes secessacy |
4 to have the court reporter read back what a witness has |
5 said or what a witness is indicating. If somebody doss not |
s say orally for the record that the witness is indicating
’ With his or hor hands, when that portion of the record is
8 read back we may not remember what the witnesses indicated.
° You, of course, will be able to see with your own | |

10 eyes and you can make your own judgment.
u The triad formally begins with what the law calls | |

1 the prosecutor to make an opening statement. |
14 The law, however, does not require the defendant |

1 to make an opening statement. i
16 If the defendant does not make an opening i
1 statement, that is not a factor from which you may draw any

20 not evidence. The lawyers are not witnesses. What I say |

2 is not evidence. I am not a witness. |
2 You must decide this case on the evidence and |
2 remember at all times that what the lawyers say at any time

|
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1 the prosecutor will proceed with the presentation of |
teen. |
3 I remind you that the indictment is not evidence. |
“ It is simply a document that contains an accusation. The |
5 defendant has pled not guilty to those accusations and a |
6 trial is for you to hear the evidence and decide whether |
7 the defendant is guilty, or not guilty.
, remind you aise tha evidence 1s th cestivany |
9 of witnesses, the stipulations, if any, that are agreed to |

10 by the parties and documents or other physical objects
1 which are received in evidence. Testimony is, of course, |
12 the most common form of evidence and comes from the i
13 questioning of the witnesses by the lawyers, snd perhaps by |
14 the Court. |

16 question with the answer that is evidence. |
It} Sometimes a question will assume, for example,
15 sometimes a question will assume something to be true.
19 You are not, however, to conclude that an |
20 assumption in a question is true unless the answer in your

22 question and the witness’ answer and decide whether you
23 find the answer believable and accurate. Because, again,
21 it is the question with the answer that is the evidence. |
25 Next, evidence may come in the form of a

|
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1 stipulation. A stipulation is information which both
2 parties agree to present to the jury as evidence without

4 Thus, evidence may come in the form of physical |
s items such as documents, photographs, clothing or charts. |
6 When a lawyer is questioning a witness and in the

’ question refers to a physical object for the first time, |
8 the object is nomally marked with a number or a letter of |
5 the alphabet so that we can more easily identify the object |

10 and refer to it. That procedure is very helpful in keeping |

12 Sometines, depending on the type of physical
13 object, it may be too difficult or inconvenient to mark the
14 object and the object is deemed marked rather than actually
15 marked. |
16 Normally, when the object is first referred toa |

vw Lauyex will ask the Court to have the object marked for |
10 identification. |
19 If the People make the request and the Court |

2 number. If the defendant makes a request and the Court i
2 grants the request, the object is deemed or marked with a |
2 letter of the alphabet. That just helps us to remember who |
24 introduced the Exhibit. |
25 sometimes to save tine ducing the trial we will |

|
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1 nave certain physical objects deemed or marked for |
2 identification before the trial begins and you will then |
3 hear the Lawyer refer to the object by its number or |
4 letter.

6 not evidence and is, therefore, not available for your |
7 inspection and consideration. It's only the objects that |
8 are actually received into evidence that are evidence. |

9 Sometimes a lawyer will ask the Court to receive |
10 an object in evidence and when a lawyer does that the other

© |i tevyer 5s pomitted to ask the witness questions designed
12 to determine whether the object can, under the law, be

1 Again, if T grant the request to adnit the object |
1s in evidence, the object becomes evidence and is available
16 for your inspection and consideration.
1 I advise you that it is common and permissible |
18 for a lawyer or an investigator for a lawyer to speak to a |
19 witness about his or her testimony before calling him or

21 Also, a witness may review documents and other |
2 material pertaining to the case before he or she testifies

2 Generally, a witness scheduled to testify at |
25 trial may not be present in the courtroom during the |

com— ——— es i
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1 testimony of other witnesses, but there are exceptions. i

2 After the People have completed the presentation |
3 of their evidence, the defendant may, but is not required, |
4 to present evidence. i
5 T remind you that throughout these proceedings
6 the defendant is presumed to be innocent. As a result, you
7 Rust £ind the defendant not guilty unless on the evidence
o presented at this trial you conclude that the People have

10 That a defendant does not testify as a witness is |
un Rot a fact from which any inference unfavorable to the |

1 prove that he is not guilty. In fact, the defendant is not |
1 requized to prove or disprove anything.
15 To the contrary, the People have the burden of
16 proving the defendant guilty beyonda reasonable doubt. |
1 That means before you can find the defendant guilty of a |
18 crime, the People must prove beyond a reasonable doubt |
15 every element of the crime, including that the defendant is |
20 the person who committed that crime.
21 The burden of proof never shifts from the People |
2 to the detenaane. |
23 I€ the People fail to satisfy their burden of
2 Proof, you must find the defendant not guilty, and if the |
25 People satisfy their burden of proof, you must find the

|
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5 in dealing with humen affairs there are very few things in |

7 Therefore, the law does not require the People to |

12 stronger than that. It must be beyond a reasonable doubt. |

15 nature and the quality of the evidence. |
16 It is an actual doubt, not an imaginary doubt. |
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1 In determining whether the People have proven the
2 defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, you should be |
3 guided solely by a full and fair evaluation of the |
4 evidence. |
5 After carefully evaluating the evidence, each of |

7 a réasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt. |
8 Whatever your verdict may be, it must not rest on |
s baseless speculation nor may it by influenced in any way by |

1 your deliberations or to avoid an unpleasant ducy. |
12 Again, if you are not convinced beyond a

1 charged crime, you must find the defendant not guilty of |
15 the crine. And if you are convinced beyond a reasonable |
16 doubt that the defendant is guilty of a charged crime, you
1 must find the defendant guilty of that crime. |
18 Now, when each witness, by whomever called, is |

20 lawyer who calls the witness to testify, that is called i
21 direct examination.
22 When the direct examination is completed, the |

21 and that is called cross-examination. i
25 The lawyers are responsible for questioning the

|
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1 witnesses. The Court may at times ask a witness a |

3 witnesses. i
i

4 You may, but are not required, to take notes. If |
5 you wish to take notes we will provide materials to you for
6 that purpose. If you decide to take notes, you must follow ||
7 these rules.
8 Remember, every word of each witness is recorded |

5 by the court xeporter end during deliberations spon your |
10 request the testimony will be read back to you in whole or |

11° impart. So there is no need to take verbatin notes of a |
2 witness’ testimony.
13 Notes by definition are a brief written record of |
1 something to assist your memory. A note should not take

16 Remantes, also, you are the finders of fact whe |
17 are responsible to evaluate the believability and accuracy |
18 of a witness’ testimony. |
19 It is, thus, important that you be able to both
3 fully comprehend what a witness is saying and how a witness |
21 is saying it. i
22 Accordingly, you must not permit note taking to i
23 distract you from the proceedings. If you make a note, it |

25 question and answer are. i

|
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1 Any notes a juror takes are only for that juror's

3 Thus, jurors who chose not to take motes mist |
0 rely on their own independent recollection and must not be
5 influenced by any notes another juror may have taken.

6 Also, a juror's notes are not a substitute for
7 the recorded transoript of the testieny or for any exhibit |
8 received into evidence. |

° If during your deliberations there is a
10 discrepancy between 4 Jurors secellestion and his or hes
1 notes regarding the evidence, you should ask to have the ||
12 relevant testimony read back or the exhibit produced for |
13 your inspection.

15 on your chair. They will be collected and safeguarded here

17 As judge's of the fact, you alone determine the |
18 truthfulness and accuracy of each witness. You must decide |
1 Whether a witness tells the truth and was accurate or i
20 instead testified falsely or was mistaken. |
21 You must also decide what importance to give to |
22 the testimony you accept as truthful and accurate. It is
23 the quality of the testimony that is controlling, not the |
2 number of witnesses who testified. |
2 There is no particular formula for evaluating the . |

i|
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2 statements. You bring to this process all of your varied |

6 decisions should be used in this case when evaluating the I

5 examples of those factors. i

13 Part of my job is to enforce those rules. Some |

17 hundreds of years for the sole purpose of guaranteeing a |

21 false, accurate or inaccurate. It is for you, mot for me, |

2 evidence you hear and see is relevant and in a form that

- |
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: witness uasatty can sestity ony shows mavvers |
2 the witness has personal knowledge of, that is, something |
3 the witness has personally seen, heard, felt, touched or |
4 tasted.
5 Thus, a witness is mot permitted to guess or |
6 speculate or say what he or she thinks another person sav, |
7 heard, felt, touched or tasted. i
5 Also, a witness is not permitted to give an |
5 opinion about matters for which a special expertise is (

10 necessary unless, of course, the witness purports to be an
n expert on the matter he or she is being questioned about.
12 (Hhereupon, Principal Court Reporter, Susan |
3 Peazce-Bates, was relieved by Senior Court Reporter, Lisa |
14 Keansky.) |
15 |
16
1 |
1 i
IB |
20 i
2 |
2 |
2
24 i
25 i
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1 (Continued from previous page.)
2 THE COURT: With some exceptions, what a witness
3 may have been thinking when something has taken place is mot |
4 relevant evidence. ) |

6 testify to hearsay, meaning generally that a witness cannot |
7 testify to what the witness may have said before the trial, |
8 or what another person may have said to that witness before |

5 the trial.
10 But there are many excoptions to the hearsay rule |
11 for a variety of sound reasons, too numerous to go into at |
12 this time.

13 I will, however, explain a couple of exceptions
14 that frequently arise during a trial. |

16 that the witness did something because of what someone said |

17 in that circumstance. i
18 It does not matter who uttered the statement or how

20 even whether the statement is truthful and accurate.
21 It matters only that someone uttered the words and
22 the witness did something upon hearing those words. |
23 So in that instance you may not consider what the
24 witness was told for the truth of the words said to the |
25 witness. You may consider the words only for the reason i

J
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1 they are offered, that is, to explain what the witness did
2 ater hearing the statement.
5 busing the presentation of evidence, the lawyers |
4 for the parties will in turn ask questions of the witnesses, [

5 en ring that questioning «lamer 1s roc pamitied to |
6 make comments on the witness's answers or on the case. |

9 In a real trial, it is at the end of the case that |

10 the lawyers are permitted to address the jurors in what are |

11 called a sumation.
12 an 18 2 thon chat the Lawyers ay comment on She |
13 witnesses, the testirony, and any other evidence. |
14 During the questioning of a witness, the lawyer may |

16 1£ not in accord with a rule of law, that lawyer |
17 will object. i

18 When an objection is made, I will decide whether |

20 be introduced. i

22 anything more than that, then a party might cain an untair |

2 Making objections is part of the lawyer's job. You
25 axe not to draw any unfavorable inference because cbjections "|

|
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2 A lawyer may object before a witness answers a |

7 If I sustain the objection, there is no answer and, |

9 Remember; a question alone is not evidence. |

13 If I explain the objection, the answer is not |

17 though it were never said. |

21 an objection. |

2 So, on occasion, you may hear me say sustained or |
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5 decision. i

7 trial, there will be conferences at the bench with counsel |

10 These conferences that deal with questions and i

11 matters of law and scheduling of the trial are my |

13 conferences at the bench or outside of your presence, I ask |

16 the lawyers will address you in a closing statement, or what |

10, ~donsigeinion the fants, tnferenons snd eeiubions Vhleh
22 they contend may be properly drawn from the evidence. |

|
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1 You will then begin your deliberations.
2 During your deliberations, your function as jurors
3 will be to decide what the facts are and to apply the rules
4 of law that I set out.
5 You will determine what the facts are from all of |

7 and any stipulations the parties have agreed fo. |
8 In other words, you will decide the case on the |
9 evidence. |

10 The conclusion you reach from determining the facts |
11 and applying the law will be your verdict, guilty or mot
12 guilty.
13 Remember, you have promised to be a fair juror. |
14 A fair juror is a person who will keep their |
15 promise to be fair and impartial and who will not permit the |
16 verdict to be influenced by bias or prejudice in favor of or
17 against the person who appeared in this trial on account of |

18 that person's race, color, national origin, ancestry, |

19 gender, gender identity or expression, religion, religious |
20 practice, age, disability, or sexual orientation. i
2 and, turther, a fai Juror must be mindful of any |
22 stereotypes or attitudes about people or about groups of |

23 people that the juror may have, and must not allow those i
21 stereotypes or attitudes to affect their decision. i
25 As I explained during jury selection, we all
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1 develop and hold unconscious views on many subjects. |

2 Sone of tose unconscious views may come From
3 seaceoeypen ans sssusen soon guage ox avo gen or |
4 pete that may imc on + esses thinking an
5 decision-making without that person even knowing it. i
6 As a juror, you are asked to make a very important |

. I know you would not. want to make that decision
9 based on such stereotypes or attitudes, that is, on implicit (

—
n And it would be wrong for you to do so. |
12 A fair Juror must guard against the impact of such |
13 stereotypes or attitudes.
1 You can do this by asking yourself during your |
15 deliberations whether your views and conclusions would be |

16 different if the defendant, witnesses or others that you |
17 have heard about or seen in court were of a different race, |
18 color, national origin, ancestry, gender, gender identity |

19 or expression, religious practice, age, political |
20 affiliation or semual orientation or if they did not have a |
2 assabiiity. i
2 1¢ the answer is yes, then in keeping with your
25 promise to be fair, zoconsider yous viows and conclusions |
20 along with the other Jurors, and make sure your decision is
25 based on the evidence and not on stereotypes or attitudes. |

i
- — _—_— - - "|
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1 Justice requires no less. i
2 Under our law, Juror Number 1 will serve as the
3 jury's foreperson.

4 During the trial, the foreperson has the same |
5 responsibilities as any other juror. |
6 During deliberations, the foreperson will sign any |
7 note that the jury sends to me, including that the jury has
8 reached a verdict. The foreperson will announce the jury's
9 verdict. |

11 the opening statements, the presentation of evidence, i
12 sumations, the final instructions of the Court to the jury |
13 on the law, and the deliberation of the jury and the i
14 verdict. |

16 about something relating to your jury service or the trial, |

17 please tell a court officer that you need to speak to me. |
18 I will then arrange a meeting with the parties, in
15 the couctsom or in my zobing room.
20 Do not discuss with your fellow jurors whatever you |

21 feel necessary to bring to my attention. |
22 And after we have had our conversation, do not |

24 discussed. |

25 During the trial we do our best to avoid delay, but |
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1 from experience I know delays are inevitable for a multitude |
2 of reasons, through no one's deliberate fault.

5 When those delays occur, I ask for your |
4 understanding and your patience.

s I assure you your time is important to me. I never |
6 take it for granted, and I never want to waste it. |

8 set so that the absence or lateness of a juror is not the |
9 occasion for delay.

10 If an emergency arises that may make you late or
11 prevent you from attending, please call the Court, leave a |
12 number where you can be reached and explain the problem so |
13 we can minimize everyone's inconvenience. [
1 In this case, we have six alternate jurors.
15 An alternate juror is expected to pay the same |
16 close attention to the case as any one of the first 12 |
17 jurors. |
18 The only difference between an alternate juror and |
19 one of the first 12 jurors is that the alternate juror does
20 not know whether that juror will be called upon at some |
21 point during the trial to substitute for one of the 12 |

23 That substitution could take place only if some
24 presently unforeseen extraordinary emergency arises that |
25 makes it totally impossible for one of the first 12 jurors
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1 to complete the trial. |
2 Our law expects that the first 12 jurors who
3 begin the trial will be the same 12 jurors who complete the |
4 teal i
s $0 it takes an extraordinary emergency before there |
6 may be a substitution of an alternate. -

. Finally, our law requires Jurors to foliow certain
o instructions in order to help assure a just and fair trial.
5 hn © em required by law to read these scmonitions to you |

10 whenever we separate. i

12 course of the trial. |
13 I will now give you those instructions: |

15 else about anything related to the case. |

i” 200 may te. the prove with vous you eve ox your |
17 employes that you axe a Juror, amd give them inforacion |
16 sot vin you WiLL be required to be in cours, but von may |
19 not talk with them or anyone else about anything related to |

20 the case. |
n Do not at any tine during the trial request, i
22 accept, agree to accept or discuss with any person the |
23 receipt or acceptance of any payment or benefit in return |
24 for supplying any information concerning the trial. |
2 You must. promptly report directly to me any i

a ———rs ee |
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 incidont within your noniodgo involving any astenos by any |

2 person to inproperly influence you or any members of the |
3 jury. |
4 Do not visit or view the locations or places that a |

5 charged crime was allegedly committed or any other premises |

6 or place involved in the case. |

8 any other program or device to search for and view any

9 location discussed in the testimony. |

10 Do not read, view or listen to any accounts or |

11 discussions of the case reported by newspapers, television, |
12 radio, the internet or any other news media. |
13 Do not attempt to research any fact, issue or law |

14 related to the case, whether by discussion with others, by

15 research in o Library or on the internet, or by any other |
16 means or source.

1 I want to emphasize that in addition to not |
18 speaking face-to-face with anyone about the case, you must |

19 not communicate with anyone about the case by any other i

21 rooms, blogs, social websites such as Facebook or X. |

2 And you mst not provide any information about the |
23 case to anyone by any means whatsoever, and that includes

24 the posting of information about the case, of what you were |

25 doing on the case, on any device or anything outside the |
|
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1 case, including chats, blogs, social websites or any other
2 means. i

3 You must also not Google or otherwise search for
4 any information about the case or the locations involved in

5 the case or the people involved in the case, including the |
6 defendant, the witnesses, the lawyers or myself.
7 Now, jurors, I want you to understand why these |

6 rules are so important. i

9 Our law does not permit jurors to speak with anyone |
10 else about the case or pemit anyone to talk to them about |

11 the Case because only you are authorized to render a |
12 verdict. i

13 Only you have been found to be fair, and only you |
11 have’promised to be fair. |

15 No one else has been so qualified for this trial.
16 our law also does not permit jurors to speak among

17 themselves avout the case until the Court tells them to |
18 begin their deliberations, because premature discussions can |
19 lead to a premature final decision. |
20 Our law does not permit you to visit a place

22 First, you cannot aluays be sure that the place is |

23 in the same condition as it was on the day in question. |

24 Second, even if it were in the same condition, once |
25 you go to a place discussed in the testimony to evaluate the |
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2 - witness, not a Juror.

© | 5 either parcy. That would not be fair. i
. Finally, our law requires that you not read or |
7 Listen to any news accounts or posts of the case and that |
© you not attempt to research any fact, issue or law related |
9 to the case. |

10 Your decision must be based solely on the testimony
11 and other evidence presented in this courtroom.
ee It would not be fair to the parties for you to base
13 your decision on a reporter's view or opinion or upon

tment som. fo avn ot 98 $5 ov |
i. These rules axe designed to help guarantee a fax |

16 trial, and a violation of any of these rules can jeopardize |
17° the integrity of these proceedings.
- esses we so a sos

20 I trust you understand and appreciate the |
21 importance of following these rules. |
22 And in accordance with your ultimate promise, I |

23 know you promise to do so. |

2 Before wo begin wich the opening statement, © know |

|
Lisa Kramsky,
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2 we would be working though lunch today and ending at 2:00, |

0 azn.
. Wednesday ts my calendsr day, 20 we cannot mest on |

12 And then Monday and Tuesday next week we will be |

_ |
win Tea,
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1 then he covered up that criminal conspiracy by lying in his |
2 New York business records over and over and over again.
3 Tn June of 2015, Donald Trump announced his
4 candidacy for president in the 2016 election; a few months

6 He invited his friend, David Pecker, to a meeting |

8 Mr. Pecker was the CEO of a media company that,
9 among other things, owned and published the National

10 Enquirer tabloid.

12 for the defendant as the defendant's special counsel at his
13 company, the Trump Organization. |
14 And those three men formed a conspiracy at that |
15 meeting to influence the presidential election by concealing |

16 negative information about Mr. Trump in order to help him
17 get elected.
18 As one part of that agreement, Michael Cohen paid
19 $130,000 to an adult film actress named Stormy Daniels just |

21 and to make sure the public did not learn of the sexual [
22 encounter with the defendant. i

24 direction, and he did it to influence the presidential |
25° election. |
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1 After the election, the defendant then reimbursed i

2 Cohen for that payment through a series of monthly checks,

4 the Trump Organization, and they disguised what the payments ||

5 were for.

6 The defendant said in his business records that he
7 was paying Cohen for legal services pursuant to a retainer |

8 agreement. |

9 But, those were lies. There was no retainer |

n Coen was not being paid for legal services. The
12 defendant was paying him back for an illegal payment to |

13 Stormy Daniels on the eve of the election.

15 because he wanted to conceal his and others! criminal
16 conduct. |

17 In total, the defendant falsified 34 business |

18 records to cover up that criminal conspiracy. |

19 Rs a result of his conduct, the defendant was

20 snatoted by a Grand Gury in Manhattan on 34 counts of |
21 falsifying business records. |

22 And the first count of that indictment reads: |

23 The Grand Jury of the County of New York, by this |

24 indictment, accuses the defendant of the crime of Falsifying |

25 Business Records in the First Degree in violation of Penal |

|
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1 Law Section 175.10, committed as. follows: |
2 Tho defendant, in the County of Hew Tork and
3 elsewhere, on or about February 14th, 2017, with intent to

5 aid and conceal the comission thereof, made and caused a

6 false entry in the business records of an enterprise, to
7 wit: An invoice from Michael Cohen, dated February 14th,

9 Trust and kept and maintained by the Trump Organization. |

10 Now, the remaining 33 counts in this indictment |
11 detail the rest of the false business records charges for

12 each monthly payment.
13 The fraudulent cover-up scheme involved falsifying |

14 three different types of business records: An invoice,
35 falsely describing & request for payment. for legal services |
16 rendered in a given month; a voucher entry in the Trump |

17 Organization's general ledgersystem falsely describing the |
18 payment as one for legal services; and payment checks with |

20 payments. |

21 ALL in all, the defendant disguised his paynents to
22 Michael Cohen through 11 falsified invoices, 12 falsified |

23 ledger entries and 11 falsified checks for a total of 34 i

| 24 false business records in the books and records of his

Lisa Kransky,
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. it 2 Stn eroan tod yo, he ncn 15 |
2 not evidence. |

s So, Lot's talk about what the evidence will be. |
4 It starts with that August 2015 meeting in Trump |

6 The defendant had just announced that he was |

7 suming for president. |
8 And he asked David Pecker to come to Trump Tower to |
—

10 At the time, David Pecker was the chairman and CEO |

11 of a rajor media conpany called American Nedia, Incosporated |
Ce ew

3 ANI owned and published celebrity magazines, health |
14 and fitness magazines, and supermarket tabloids like the |

15 Marional Bnauirer.
1 80 the man in charge of AEE, Pecker had the
17 ultimate say over publication decisions. He had the say |

18 over what stories to publish or not publish in any of AMI's |
19 nagosines or tabloids. |
2 and Trump and packer were Joined a that meeting by |
2 micheck Coben, wn, an T mnions, worked fox the detente |
22 at the Trump Organization and served as special counsel to |

23 the defendant. |
2 Now, Cohen's Job, really, was to take care of i
25 problems for the defendant. |

2
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1 You will hear evidence at trial that he was even

2 referred to as Trump's "fixer".

3 So, those three men, Donald. Trump, David Pecker and |

4 Michael Cohen, struck an agreement at that meeting;

5 together, they conspired to influence the 2016 presidential |

7 First, they agreed that Pecker would help the |

8 defendant's campaign by acting as eyes and ears for the

5 compaign. Peckes would use MMI's network of sources through |

10 all of its magazines and publications to gather information |

11 that might be harmful to Trump's candidacy, report that i
12 information to Cohen, so Donald Trump would then prevent the |
13 information from becoming public. i

14 Second, they agreed that AMI would use its tabloids i

15 and magazines to publish flattering stories about the |

16 defendant.

17 And, third, they agreed that AMI would use those i

16 same publications to attack Mr. Trump's political opponents. |
19 After the meeting, David Pecker told the National |

20 Enquirer's Editor-in-Chief, a man named Dylan Howard, to

22 conspiracy and he enlisted his help in carrying it out.

= and, together, those coconspirators then followed |

25 So, for example, the National Enquirer ran headline

|
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1 after headline that extolled the defendant's virtues, |

2 headlines that Mr. Pecker specifically directed his

3 publication to make because of the conspiracy he reached at

4 the Trump Organization agreement.

5 Many of those headlines and the stories behind them

6 were even shown to Cohen and the defendant in advance before |

7 they were published so the defendant could review them,

9 cover art. |

10 The National Enquirer also ran stories attacking |

11 Mr. Trump's political opponents.

12 You will see evidence of those stories at trial. |

13 They include tabloid headlines and stories attacking one of |

14 his political opponents, Dr. Ben Carson, accusing him of

16 They ran other stories attacking a then-candidate |

17 named Senator Ted Cruz, accusing him of sexual infidelity,

19 assassination.

20 The National Enquirer ran these stories as a part |
21 of that conspiracy that was launched at the Trump Tower i

22 meeting, and they did it to help the defendant's campaign. |

23 And after some of these stories came out, the |

24 defendant even followed up with his contacts at AMI to thank |

|
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2 So, you had three parts of this conspiracy: i

3 You had the agreement to run positive coverage; you |
4 had the agreement to attack his opponents; and then the core |

9 It was a core part of this conspiracy that the | |

12 They used a practice called catoh-and-kill. |
13 Catch-and-kill is when the tabloid buys up damaging |

14 information about someone, demands that the source sign a |

15 non-disclosure agreement to prevent them from taking that |

17 tabloid declines to publish the story to prevent it from |

19 So it's a way of buying damaging information not to i

24 First, just a few months after the Trump Tower |
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1 doorman named Dino Sajudin was trying to sell information |
2 about an alleged out-of-wedlock child that Trump had |

4 So, as they agreed at the Trump Tower meeting, |

5 pecker immediately contacted Cohen with that information. |
6 Cohen then told the defendant, Donald Trump, who
7 told Cohen to take care of it.

8 After consulting with Cohen, Pecker directed

9 Howard, his Editor-in-Chief at the National Enquirer, to |

10 negotiate an agreement to pay $30,000 to Sajudin to buy the |

11 enclusive rights of that story. |
12 And the evidence will show that Pecker was not |
13 acting as a publisher; he was acting as a coconspirator. |

1 The evidence will show that this was a highly i

16 more money than they would usually pay to a source. |

It They bought Sajudin’s story without even fully |
18 investigating it. |

20 ever paid anyone for information about Donald Trump. |
21 But, Pecker directed that the deal take place |

22 because of the agreement he had reached and because he had |
23 promised Donald Trump at the Trump Tower meeting in August

24 of 2015 that he would use his media empire to help the {

25 defendant's campaign.
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2 information would hurt that campaign. |

4 the whole process and insisted that AMI amend the agreement |
5 with Mr. Sajudin after it vas signed, to add a $1 million i
6 damages penalty fee if Sajudin violated the confidential
7 agreement.

8 So you have the candidate's fixer actively
9 colluding with a catch-and-kill deal with the media

10 enterprise by adding deal terms to lock up the negative
11 information even tighter to keep it from coming out before |
12 the election. |

13 And when AMI later determined that Mr. Sajudin's i
14 allegations weren't even true, Cohen told Pecker not to i
15 release Sajudin, not to release him from his NDA until after

18 pecker did what Cohen said.
1 becker deliberately delayed releasing Sajudin from |
20. his non-disclosure agreement with AMI until after the
21 November 2016 election, when it could no longer hurt Trump's |
22 candidacy. |

2 So that was Just the first of the three
24 catch-and-kill deals that I mentioned that came out of the |
25 trumm Tower conspiracy.
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1 The second involved a.woman named Karen McDougal, a |
2 former Playboy playmate. |

3 About five months before the presidential election, |

5 from one of his frequent sources, a lawyer named Keith

8 was shopping around her account of her affair with i

9 ur. Trump. |

10 Davidson told Howard that he had, quote, a i
11 blockbuster Trump story.

53 soma xolasionship with the dotondant while ho was married |
14 that lasted nearly a year.
15 So, as David Pecker had tasked him at the Trump

17 Organization right away and told him what he had learned; |

18 Cohen then told the defendant; and the evidence will show |

20 about Karen McDougal to become public because he was i

21 concerned about its effect on the election.

24 Davidson, in person.
25 Before the meeting, during the meeting, after the |
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© mooting, Howard and Becker were in frequent and urgent
2 contact with Michael Cohen, who wanted updates on the i
3 progress of their discussions. |
4 You are going to see the flurry of text messages,

5 the barrage of shore catis around those conversations and
6 around that meeting. |

) ans when Howard cailed Cohen after the necting with
5 aren Heougal, Howard said he thought the allegations vere

11 eomugat's information quickly so they could provent anyone |
12 ese ron publishing ie.
in Trump and Packer and Cohen, all, they had a series

14 of conversations and discussions about who would put up he
15 money for that payott deal. |
1 Packer uitinately agkosd that ho would have AVL

18 limited life rights to the story of her affair. |

1 To provide some cover for that payoff, AMI added |
20 other comms to the dea.
n Vs. HeDougal would appear on magazine covers; with
22 the help of a ghost writer, they would run Aifestyle
23 arvictes under her name in other AAI magazines. |
24 But the real reason Pecker directed AMI to make i

1
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1 publicize her accounts of her affair with Trump before the
2 2016 election.
3 David Pecker will also testify that $150,000 was
4 way more than AMI would ordinarily pay for this type of |
5 story. i
6 But he discussed it directly with Donald Trump and |
7 he discussed it with Michael Cohen, and he agreed to the i

3 to pay AMI back.
10 You will hear David Pecker testify about his
11 conversations with Donald Trump about the McDougal payoff.
12 And three months before Election Day, AMI and |

1 But as the weeks dragged on and the defendant |

16 fecker started getting antsy, and he was frustrated, and he |
17 said so to Michael Cohen. i
10 50 to show Pecker that Trump really did plan to pay |

20 to record a conversation with Donald Trump in September of
21 2016. i
22 You will get a chance to hear that recording during |
23 this trial.

25 will create a company to buy up Mcbougal's story from AMI. |
[

— —
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1 Gonen tells the defendant that he spoke to Allen |
2 Weisselberg, .who is the Trump Organization Chief Financial |

‘ And on that recording, you will hear the defendant
5 in his own voice.
. You will hear him ask Cohen: So what do we got. to
7 tho pay for this? one-fifty?
. You Will even hear Mr. Trump suggest in his own
5 voice, you will hear him suggest paying in cash.

10 After that conversation, Cohen then proceeded to | ——— |
12 It was less than six weeks to Election Day, and |

13 cohen then worked out a deal with David Becker for AMI to
16 sell its rights to the Medougal story to Cohen's shell |
15 company. That way AMI could get paid back and Trump would |

16 then own the rights to the McDougal story. |

18 middleman to hide the true natufd of the transaction. |
1 fe agreed to have another company put together a |
20 fake invoice billing Cohen's shell company for so-called |

21 advisory services. |
2 Trump would become the new owner of Ms. Mobougal's

20 Pecker nor Trunp would even appear as parties to the |
25 transaction. i
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1 After the agreement was signed, but before any
2 money changed hands, David Pecker consulted with AMI's

4 And based on that conversation, Pecker got cold |

5 feet.
6 He told Cohen that the deal was off, the deal to |
7 transfer the rights to Cohen's shell company was off and aM |
8 would instead eat the cost of paying off McDougal.

10 out of the Trump Tower agreement.
1 You will see all of that evidence. i
12 You will see ANI learned about a blockbuster Trump |
13 story about a Playboy playrate's extramarital affair with
14 bonald Trump. |
15 The company coordinated directly with the
16 candidate to pay her off, to help the campaign by keeping |
17 her quiet just months before the election.

18 You will see the company not only made that i

19 corporate contribution, but that falsified other corporate
20 records to hide the details of the deal.
2 And you will hear the defendant's own voice on |

23 for payment.

24 Next, about a month before the election, the i
25 Washington Post published a news story on video, which the
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1 evidence will show tamed the rest of the presidential
2 campaign entirely upside-down. i
3 on October 7th, 2046, The Dost published a video of |
4 Donald Trump, causht on a hot mic on the set of a television |
5 show called Recess Hollywood.
6 He didn't know he was being taped. |

’ And you will see an email that the ashington Post
6 reporter enailed fo the canpaign's press secretary, Hope
Sticks, a fou hours before the story ran. |
0 And they sent hex a transcript of the Access |

12 And the transcript depicts Donald Trump bragging |

1 It shows, it depicts, and I'm quoting the
15 defendant's words fram the transcript that you will see in |
16 this trials "You know, I'm automatically attracted to |

16 magnet, Just kiss, I don't even wait, when you are a star
15 they lot you do it, you can do anything, grab them by the |
20 pussy, you can do anything.” End quote.
a Those were Donald Trump's words on video that vas
22 released ono month before Blection bay.
=» And the impact of that tape on the campaign was
21 immediate and explosive.
2s Prominent. allies withdrew their endorsements: they

— a as = — J
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1 condemned Donald Trump's language. |
2 You will hear testimony that the Republican
3 National Committee even considered whether it was too late
4 to replace their own nominee and find another candidate for |
5 the election a month before Blection Day: |
c The defendant and his campaign staff were deeply
7 concerned that the tape would irreparably damage his |
© viability as a candidate and reduce his stending with female |
5 voters in particular. |

10 And they knew it was damaging not only because |

11 Trump bragged about sexual assault, they knew it was
12 damaging not only because the language on the tape was crude
13 and vulgar, the canpaign was also worried about the damage |

14 the tape would cause precisely because it was on video |

15 seeing and hearing a candidate in his own words, in his own |
16 voice, in his oun body language, his own gestures has a mich |
17 greater impact on voters than words on paper. |
wo So the campaign went into tnmadiate desage conteol |
19 rode to blunt the impact of the tape. |

20 Now, the defendant's initial public response to the |
21 Access Hollywood tape was to call it locker room talk.

23 that's the context to what happened next. |
2 One day after the Access Hollywood tape was i
25 released, Dylan Howard, he's the National Enquirer's

= i ——— ——
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1 ostos-in-Chiee, told david pecker that another wenan bea |
2 come forward with the claim of a sexual encounter that she |
3 had bad with the defendant while he was married. |
‘ That. onan vas an adult Elm actress, a porn star
5 named scomy daniels
‘ 2s Packer had promised and as they had done for the |
7 last year, Howard got in touch with Michael Coren at the |
o  zeump organization immediately.
5 Howard told omen about the story. i

11 Keith Davidson, the same lawyer who had represented Karen |

12 weougal. |
. and Cohen then discussed the situation with Trunp,
16 who vas adamant that he did not want the story to cone ost.
15 Another story about sexual infidelity, especially witha |
16 porn star, on the hosls of the Access Hollywood tape could |
11 have bosn devastating to his campaign.

15 to buy Wa. Daniels® story dn osder to prevent American
20 voters fron learning that inforsation before Blection Day. |
n Under that deal, anothes non-disclosure agossent, |

23 encounter in exchange for a payment of $130,000. i
reppp—

25 the deal, to delay making any payment as long as possiler |

— > ee > — >
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1 while also at the same time preventing Daniels from

2 publicizing the story. |

3 His hope was to delay it until after the election

4 and then not pay at all. |

5 And Cohen was able to put it off for a tine witha |
6 series of excuses, but Daniels and her representatives

8 It became clear that the story would become public

9 if the deal wasn't finalized immediately.

10 So with pressure mounting and Election Day fast |

11 approaching, Donald Trump agreed to the payoff and directed |

12 Cohen to proceed. i

n Cohen tried several times to get Fecker to agree to |
14 pay for this catch-and-kill deal, too, but Pecker was |
15 unhappy that he had never been paid back for the Karen |

16 McDougal deal or the Sajudin deal.

17 He was still willing to use AMI's resources to help |

18 close the deal so long as someone else put up the money. |
1 So Cohen discussed other payment options with Trump |
20 and with Allen Weisselberg, the Chief Financial Officer of
21 the Trump Organization. |

22 And Trump didn't want to write a check himself to |

23 make the $130,000 payment, so he asked Cohen and Weisselberg |

24 to figure out some other way to make the payment. |

2 And after discussing different possibilities with |
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1 Weisselberg, they agreed that Cohen would make the payment |

2 through a shell company to make it harder to track.
3 But before putting up his own money, Cohen
4 confirmed with Trump that Trump would pay him back.

5 And at Trump's request, Cohen agreed to lay out |
6 his own money for the payment to keep Stormy Daniels quiet. |

8 morning of October 26th, 2016, Cohen made two phone calls to |

9 the defendant to confirm that he was finalizing the
10 arrangements. You will see the telephone records of those

1 calls.

12 Then Cohen walked across the street, he opened a
13 bank account in the name of a new shell company called

1 Ho then transferred $131,000 from the home cquity |
17 line of credit on his own home into the shell company's bank |

19 Daniels’ lawyer to keep her quiet. |
20 And as part of their efforts to try to keep the i
21 entire scheme under wraps, Cohen gave false information to

22 the banks about the shell company's business purpose in the i

28 wixe transfer records that he filled out describing the i
25 purpose of the $130,000 payment. |

|
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1 Cohen made that payment at Donald Trump's direction
2 and for his nenetis, and he Gia it with a specific qual of |
3 influencing the outcome of the election.
4 Now, look, no politician wants bad press, but the |

7 ongerunning conspiracy to influence the 2016 election, to |
6 help Donald Trump get elected, through illegal expenditures, |
9 to silence people who had something bad to say about his [

10 behavior, using doctored corporate records and bank forms to
11 conceal those payments along the way. |

13 We will never know, and it doesn't matter, if this |

15 you will see evidence in the defendant's oun words from his |

17 and other events, you will see in his own words, making |

16 crystal clear that ho was corsainly concerned about how all |
18 of this could hurt his standing with voters and with female |
20 voters in particular. |
21 You will also see evidence that on election night,
22 as news outlets got closer to calling the election for |
23 Donald Trump, Keith Davidson, he was the lawyer for both |
20 seem Daniels and Karen Hebengal, sensed Dylan toward at |
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1 And about a month after the election, Pecker then |

2 authorized MI to release both Sajudin and McDougal from |
3 their non-disclosure agreements.
4 So, having paid for the stories in order to keep

6 then told both McDougal and Sajudin a month after the

8 non-disclosure agreements.

9 In January 2017, Pecker met again with Donald

11 still working primarily from Trump Tower here in Manhattan,

12 and they met privately in Trump's office. The defendant |
13 thanked Pecker for handling the McDougal and Sajudin |

16 stories, and he invited hin to the inasguration.
15 And that summer, the defendant invited Pecker to l

16 the White House.
u Backer brought his eyes and ears, Dylan Howard from |
18 the National Enquirer, to that dinner.

20 thank Backer and MME for their contributions to his
21 campaign.
22 There were a few other loose ends to deal with |

23 after the election.
21 One was figuring out how Michael Cohen was going to

25 get paid back for the Stormy Daniels payoff.
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1 In January 2017, before the defendant moved down to |
2 Washington to begin his presidency, Cohen met with Allen i
5 Weisselberg to talk about how Cohen was going fo get i

s Weisselberg, you will remember, was the Trump

7 defendant's longest serving and most trusted employee. |
. Neither Trump nor the Trump Organization could just |
9 write a check to Cohen for $130,000 with a memo line that i

10 said, reimbursement for porn star payoff. i
u ney had to- disguise the nature of the ropayeens, |
12 so they agresd to cook the books and make it look like the |
13 repayment was actually income, payments for services |
14 rendered instead of a reimbursement.
1s Weisselberg asked Cohen to bring a copy of a bank |
16 statement for the Essential Consultants’ account showing the |
17 $130,000 payment that Cohen had made to keep Daniels quiet
18 before the election.
1 Weisselbexg and Cohen agreed to a total repayment |
20 amount of $420,000. i

2 And here is how they got to that number.
2 They started with the $130,000 that Trunp owed

25 reimbursement Cohen was claiming which had to do with Tech
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1 services he paid for during the campaign. |
2 That adds up to 180. |

3 Then they agreed to double that amount to $360,000 |
4 to account for taes. i
5 Now, of course, if Trump was just reimbursing [
6 Cohen, there was no need to gross it up for taxes. |
7 They doubled it because their plan was to call it

9 And if Cohen was getting money they were calling |
10 income, he would have to pay taxes on it. |
1 Cohen was close to a 50 percent tax bracket when i
12 you consider federal and state and city tax, so to make him |

14 to double the amount to 360. |
15 Then he had added another $60,000 as a year-end i
16 bonus. |

18 And Allen Weisselberg wrote all of that down. I
19 The bank statement that I told you about that he |
20 asked Cohen to bring to their meeting, the bank statement |
21 from the Essential Consultants LLC account, which showed the

23 stormy Daniels quiet, you will see in this trial, Allen

25 statement laying out every one of the steps that I just i
|
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1 described, showing how they converted the $130,000 payoff |

2 amount to the 420 grand that Cohen was going to get paid |

4 reimbursement, but as income. |

11 believed in negotiating every bill. |

14 You will hear testimony about his relentless focus |

15 on the bottom line. |

19 And he doubled it so they could disguise it as |

23 what they owed for anything. |

24 This might be the only time that ever happened. {

|
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1 just how important it was to him to hide the true nature of
2 Cohen's illegal payment to Ms. Daniels and the overall
3 election conspiracy that they had launched in August of |

4 2015.

5 When Cohen and Weisselberg met with the defendant
6 to agree on the doubled-up reimbursement amount, they
7 decided they would pay it back in a series of monthly
8 payments over the course of the entire year in 2017. |

5 Now, $420,000 spread over 12 payments comes out to |

1n You will see that calculation in Allen i
12 Woissolsors's handeritten notes, too. |
13 So the defendant and Cohen and Weisselberg agreed |
14 that every month Cohen would send a bogus invoice to the |
15 defendant through the Trump Organization, falsely requesting |
16 payments of $35,000 for legal services rendered in a given |
17 month of 2017 pursuant to a retainer agreement.
18 That was a double lie. There was no retainer
19 agreement.

20 Cohen was not getting paid for legal services |
21 rendered in 2017. It was instead what they thought was a |

22 clever way to pay Cohen back without being too obvious about
23 it.

2 And in early February of 2017, Cohen went down to
25 Washington, and he met with the defendant at the White

- — — = - ]
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1 House, and they confirmed that repayment arrangement. i
: We axe going vo sho you a¢ Seiad 8 pene of Gown
3 at the ite House for that meeting. |
4 And a few days later, after they met and confirmed |

5 the whole plan, Coen sent the First of his fake invoices to |
6 the Trump Organization. |

7 And a few days after that, Cohen got his first |

3 retabonsement. check. |
s In total, Cohen submitted 11 phony invoices by |

10 email to the Trump Organization here in Manhattan so the |

11 defendant could pay him back. i

12 Bach invoice repeated the Lie that Cohen and i

14 requesting payment for legal services pursuant to a retainer |
15 agreement which didn't exist. |

1 Through these false business records, the defendant |
17 intended to make sure that nobody learned about the Stormy
18 Daniels payoff and the illegal election fraud scheme
19 launched at the Trump Tower meeting in 2015. |

20 The defendant's accounting staff at Trump Tower
21 here in Manhattan then processed every one of those invoices
22 as business records of the Trunp Organization and retained
23 then in the Trump Organization's files.

25 their general ledgers, falsely, as legal expenses with a
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1 description of a retainer. |

2 The accounting staff thén prepared checks that each
3 included the description retainer. |

1 The checks were stapled to the bogus invoices for |

5 approval and signature. |

6 The first two checks were paid from a trust the |

7 defendant had created called the Donald J. Trump Revocable |
© Trust, which held all of the Trump Organization's assets |
9 after he became president. |

10 The defendant was the beneficiary of that trust. |

1 Each of the remaining checks that were issued over

12 the course of 2017 were paid from the defendant's own bank |

13 accounts. |

1 ane the defendant signed those checks, each of ther |

15 himself, while he was president.

16 And the Trump Organization maintained all of those |

17 records, the false invoices, the vouchers with false |
18 entries, the checks with check stubs with false entries at |
19 Trump Tower here in Manhattan. |

20 And with the final payment in December of 2017,

21 the defendant had repaid Cohen the full $420,000 they had |

22 agreed upon, and the monthly payments stopped. i

23 Now, during this trial you will hear a lot about |

25 T suspect the defense will go to great lengths to
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8 to light in 2018, he lied. |

10 You will also learn that Michael Cohen has a |

14 that included potential violations of federal campaign [

16 Cohen will also testify in this trial that he |

18 unlawful corporate contribution in connection with the Karen i

19 McDougal payments and for making an excessive campaign [

24 Hear |

2
|
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1 (Continued from the previous page.
2 He also pled guilty to and served time for tax |
3 crimes and lying to a bank and lying to Congress. |
a And you'll also learn that Cohen has publicly i
5 committed to making sure the Defendant is held accountable
6 for his role in this conspiracy. |
2 The evidence will also show why you can credit |
8 Michael Cohen's testimony, despite those past mistakes. |
5 hs we discussed in jury selection, you will need

10 to keep an open mind and carefully evaluate all of the |
11 evidence that corroborates Michael Cohen's testimony and
12 the testimony of all of the witnesses
13 Cohen's testimony will be backed up by testimony
16 from other witnesses you will hear from, including David

16 extensive paper trail of bank records, emails, text i
17 messages, phone logs, business documents and other records |
18 that we will show you, sometimes at length, during this
19 trial. And it will be backed up by Donald Trump's oun
20 words on tape, in social media posts, in his own books,
21 and in video of his own speeches. |

2 Now, as T said when I started, this case is about |
23 a crininal conspiracy and a cover-up, an illegal i
24 conspiracy to undermine the integrity of a presidential |
25 election, and then the steps that Donald Trump took to i
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1 conceal that illegal election fraud. |

2 At the end of the case, we are confident that you

3 will have no reasonable doubt that Donald Trump is guilty

+ of falsifying business records with the intent to conceal |
5 an illegal conspiracy to undermine the integrity of a |

6 presidential election. i

7 And as you credit all of the evidence the People |
8 will present, we ask you to use your common sense, look |

9 past any distractions, look past any irrelevant sideshows |

10 that may pop up during this trial. Tune out the noise.

12 follow from those facts. Focus on the evidence. Listen to |

13 the testimony. Read the documents, the emails, the text |

14 messages, the bank statements, the handwritten notes, all

15 of it. |

16 And, after all of that evidence is in, we'll have

18 My colleague, Joshua Steinglass, will go through all of |

19 that evidence and explain that it, inescapably, leads to

20 only one conclusion: Donald Trump is guilty of 34 counts |
21 of falsifying business records in the first degree. |

22 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Colangelo

23 Counsel. i

2 MR. BLANCHE: Good morning. |

25 Good morning, Your Honor. |
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1 THE COURT: Good morning. |
2 MR. BLANCHE: President Trump is innocent. |

3 President Trump did not commit any crimes. i

a The Manhattan District Attorney's Office should
5 never have brought this case. You've heard this a few
6 tines already this morning, and you're going to hear it a
7 lot more during this trial. |

9 of proof to prove President Trump guilty beyond a |
10 reasonable doubt. I

1 What that means, as Judge Merchan said a few

12 minutes ago, is that President Trump is presumed innocent.
13 He's cloaked in innocence. And that cloak of innocence

15 at any day during this trial. And it won't leave hin when |
16 you all deliberate.
u You wi Find that he £9 not guilty.
10 Now, President Trump, you've seen him, of course,
19 for years and years and years. You've seen him on
20 television. You've seen photos of him. You've seen i
TL acticles veitten shout him. He's in sone wae Lover than |
22 life. But, he's also here in this courtroom doing what any

2 You're going to hear me, as I've done already |
25 today, and others, even witnesses, refer to him as I

|
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1 "President Trump".

2 This is a title that he has earned because he was ||

3 our 45th President. We will call him "President Trump" out

4 of respect for the office that he held from 2017 to 2021.

5 And as everybody knows, it's the office he's running for

6 right now. He's the Republican nominee.

7 But -- and this is ixportant -- he's not just our |

9 seen on 7 end xead shout and seen photos of. fie's e190 |

10 man. He's a husband. He's a father. And he's a person, |

11 just like you and just like me.

12 What the People just did for about 45 minutes is ||
13 present to you what appeared to be a very clean, nice

14 story. |
15 It is not. It is not "simple", as the People just |
6 descrives.
5} For one, and you heard the People admit this,
18 most of what you are going to hear about in this trial, |

19 most of the conversations, most of the documents are from |

20 2015, 2016, 2017, years and years ago, pre-COVID. And i

21 youre going to hear witnesses talk about conversations, |
22 meetings, people they met with from 2015.

24 not true. i

25 nd at the end of this trial, there will be |
|
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1 plenty of reasonable doubt. |
) seve io what 1 expect that you will Learn |
3 happened: i

5 successful company. He employs thousands of people. It's a
¢ purely private company. Not like ATST or FedEx, publicly |
7 traded. |
8 And when he becane President in 2017, he put up a |
9 wall between himself and his company, as the People just

10 atiuded co. flo put his entize company dn a Tesat. He oid |
11 this so that he could run the country, and he wouldn't |
12 nave anything to do with his company while he vas
13 President. |
1 Sut, some of his expioyees, you'd earn, |
15 continued to help record personal expenses that President |
16 Trump incurred while he was President. Not surprising. i

17 They had been doing that for many years. You'll hear
18 they're still doing that today.
15 So, when -- when President Trump became |
20 President, when he took the Office of the Presidency in |
21 2007, in canary, Wichael Conen, who you heard the Zeople |
22 allude to, assumed the role of president Trump's personal |
23 attorney. |
2 And you will learn that each month in 2017, i
25 Michael Cohen sent an invoice to some of the employees at |
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1 the Trump -- at the Trump Tower, right here in Midtown, |
1 + tor Gna. et on wnt ovens, scans goes enceiond |
3 his work as "payment to the retainer agreement for legal
4 services rendered".
s The invoice was processed. Somebody at Trump
© soune gusseted» cnece, tne creck was sxvmstely signed |
7 and there was a record in a ledger on President Trump's |

8 personal records that reflected the invoice.
9 For nine of the checks, the check made its way

10 down to the White House, and President Trump signed it. |
1 You'll hear that he's the only signatory on his |

12 personal checking account, which is why he signed the
13 check. i

£5 stot wh t gure deserted |
16 This business records violation that the People |
17 have brought against President Trump, the 34 counts, |

16 ladies and gentlemen, are really just 34 pieces of paper, |
19 the 34 counts of the invoices that Mr. Cohen sent to the
20 folks at Trump Tower, the checks that were generated
21 because of that invoice, and then the ledger notation fron |
22 the invoice that said "for retainer agreement and legal
23 services". |
24 None of this was a crime. |

25 Nou, you just heard the People's theory about
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1 that $35,000, that it really wasn't a monthly retainer, i

2 that Hichaol Conen was actually trying to coves up with |
3 President Trump the payback of this $130,000 payment to i

4 Stormy Daniels, who also goes by Ms. Clifford, Stephanie |

6 You'll hear that Ms. Clifford/Ms. Daniels, did, |

7 in fact, sign an NDA in October of 2016 in exchange for

5 s130,000. |
9 But, think for a moment of what the People just |

10 told you. President Trump did not pay Mr. Cohen back |

11 $130,000. President Trump paid Michael Cohen $420,000. i

12 And in the same breath, the People told you that

13 President Trump is known as a frugal businessman, that he

15 Ask yourself: Would a frugal businessman, would a |

16 man who pinches pennies repay $130,000 debt to the tune of |

17 $420,002 |
18 More significantly than that, ladies and |

19 gentlemen, you're going to learn that this was not a |

20 payback. The $35,000 a month was not a payback to |

21 ur. Cohen for the money that he gave to Ms. Daniels. |

22 He was President Trump's personal attorney. i

23 You will see documents, you will see emails. His |

25 said "Michael Cohen, Personal Attorney to President Donald |
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1 0. Trump". You will hear that he told people that he i
2 served as President Trump's personal attorney. You will |
3 hear that he did legal work for President Trump and the

4 First Lady as his personal attorney.

5 Now, the People talk about the ledger. I

6 mentioned the ledger a few times. |

7 Listen, the ledger is just a fancy way of |

8 describing how folks at Trump Tower, employees that work |

5 for President Tramp kept track of the monsy that came in |
10 and the money that went out. There's nothing fancy about a |

11 ledger. It's something, I suppose, like a checkbook, where |

12 you keep track of what you're spending money on.

13 And T expect that you will learn that the record,

14 the ledger that was used in this case that President Trump |
15 is charged in part with, that the information that was |
16 placed in that ledger was done by someone named Deb

17 Tarasoff. I expect she will testify. |

1 fou Will hear that she's a wosan who has worked |
19 for President Trump for decades. |

20 Nobody is going to say she did anything wrong. I |

22 scheme. i

= What she will tell you is she had a cowersation |
20 with another boss, someone who she worked for, smother |
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1 she was told when she got the invoice from Mr. Cohen to |

2 call it "legal expense, which is exactly what the invoice ||

3 said. And that's exactly what she did. And then, after |

4 recording it, she generated a check, which was her job. |

6 the checks made their way from Trump Tower, here in

7 Midtown, to 230 miles down south to the White House, where

8 they were signed.

10 I am not saying anything controversial. President Trump i

11 had nothing to do, had nothing to do with the invoice, i
12 with the check being generated, or with the entry on the
13 ledger. |

1 Ms. Tarasoff isn't going to say she had any |

15 conversations with President Trump: Hey, how should I book |

16 this? How should I book this to keep it secret and keep it

17 quiet? [

18 The invoice says it's for services rendered. And |

19 it's Michael Cohen. He's a lawyer. He worked for The Trump |

20 Organization, you'll learn, for many years. |

2 You won't hear any of that. i
22 Her boss, the person who told her how to book it, |

23 he's not gonna say he talked to President Trump about it. |
24 He's not going to say that he called the White House and |

25 interrupted a meeting as President Trump was running the
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1 country and said: Hey, we got this invoice, I know we're

3 Absolutely not.
4 You'll learn President Trump had nothing to do |
5 with any of the 34 pieces of paper, the 34 counts, except |
6 he signed on to the checks, in the White House while he
7 was running the country. |

) So == and some of you heard this last week during |

11 expect they're going to dispute what I just said. I don't |
12 expect they're going to calla witness that says that i
13 President Trump had anything to do with what was written |
14 on the ledger, with generating the check, with the invoice |
15 coming in.

17 it during this trial, this idea of "accomplice lisbility"; |
18 the idea that the People can get around the complete lack |
19 of knowledge or intent by President Trump.

21 on the hook, is not criminally responsible for something |

23 evidence will prove otherwise. |

25 about the 2016 election. The People just told you that the |
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1 reason why these invoices were recorded the way they were
2 recorded way after the election -- President Trump was |

3 already in office -- was to cover up for Mr. Cohen,
4 suggesting that Nr. Cohen was somehow trying to
5 influence -- "influence" is the word they used -- the 2016
6 election.

7 I have a spoiler alert. There is nothing wrong |
© with trying to influence an election. It's called i
5 democracy. |

10 They put something sinister on this idea, as if |
11 it was a crime. You'll learn it's not. |
12 Michael Cohen paying Stormy Daniels or Stephanie |
13 Clifford $130,000 in exchange for her agreeing to not
16 publicly spread faise - false ciains about President |
15 Trump is not illegal. |
16 I'm going to say that again. Entering into a
17 non-disclosure agreement --
10 MR. COLANGELO: Objection. |
1 THE COURT: Sustained. |
20 MR. BLANCHE: Entering into a non-disclosure |

21 agreement is perfectly legal.
= WR. COLANGELO! Objection.
a HE COURT: Overruled. i
2 MR. BLANCHE: You will learn that companies do :
25 that all the time with some regularity. Executives, people |

|
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1 who are wealthy, people who are famous enter into |

‘ I expect that you will learn that when |
5 Ms. Daniels threatened to go public with her false claim |
© of u somal encounter with President Trump back in 2008 |
7 [sic], that it was, as the People just said, very close |
8 to the election. And it was almost an attempt by I
9 Ms. Clifford/Ms. Daniels to extort President Trump. i

10 MR. COLANGELO: Objection. |
1 THE COURT: Sustained. : |
12 MR. BLANCHE: It was sinister. And it was an
13 attempt to try to embarrass President Trump, to embarrass

14 nis family. i
15 Because, as the People alluded to, at that time |
16 there were all kinds of salacious allegations going out, |
17 going around about President Trump, and it vas damaging to |
18 hin and damaging to his family. i
19 Ant you heard and you wil hess during this srisl |
20 that President Trump fought back, like he always does and |

21 like he's entitled to do, to protect his family, his |
22 reputation and his brand. And that is not a crime. i
2 You heard the People talk about this term "hush |
24 money payments”, and I expect you'll hear that term used

25 during the trial.
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1 Again, entering into an agreement with another |
2 individual -- you'll hear this agreement was negotiated by |
3 lawyers.
s MR. COLANGELO: Objection. |
5 THE COURT: Please approach. |
5 (#hereupon, the following proceedings were held
7 at sidebars) |
. THE COURT: Tell me what the objection is. |
5 MR. COLANGELO: Your Honor specifically excluded |

10 presence of counsel defense. |

12 There will be testimony from Mr. Cohen that he i
13 was a lawyer, and there will be testimony he was working |
16 with Mr. Davidson, also a lawyer. (
15 THE COURT: 1'11 direct you stay away from it.
16 MR. BLANCHE: Yes. |
17 So, it is true that in their opening, the People |

19 communications with the General Counsel as well, which is |
20 also the same issue. i

2 THE COURT: Mr. Pecker is mot on trial here.
22 VR. BLANCHE: I understand. i

24 in open court:)
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1 That last comment is stricken.

2 MR. BLANCHE: There is nothing illegal about |

3 entering into a non-disclosure agreement. Period.

a Now, the People talked about Michael Cohen. And

5 there are going to be a lot of witnesses in addition to

6 Mr. Cohen. You're going to hear myself, the other folks i

7 that are working with President Trump cross-examine, as |

8 the judge talked about, these witnesses. Some we'll |

11 Michael Cohen.

12 Mr. Cohen served as President Trump's attorney

14 President. He served as his personal attorney, working at |

15 Trump Tower, being paid for by the Trump companies. |

16 And then, as I mentioned, in 2017, he served as |

19 You will learn that shortly after the election in |

20 2016, Michael Cohen wanted a job in the administration. He |

21 didn't get one. i

23 to president Trump and the compan for years. fo
20 defended President Trump on television, in printed media, |

25 publicly, privately. i
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2 years that Mr. Cohen worked for him, Mr. Cohen was also a |

4 Trump companies, he cheated on his taxes, he lied to |

6 medallions, among other things.
7 And as the People alluded to, in 2018, he got

9 Now, shortly after getting caught in 2018, you i

10 will learn that he made a decision. The decision that he |
11 made vas to blase president frum for virtually all of his |
12 problems. |

13 He had been eventually disbarred as an attorney. i

14 He's a convicted felon. And he also is a convicted |

15 perjurer. He is an admitted liar. I

1 For many, many years, going back before President

18 working for The Trump Organization, you'll learn that |

19 Michael Cohen was obsessed with President Trump. He is
20 obsessed with President Trump even to this day.
2 Today, ichasl Cohen has podcasts, two of them.
22 He gous on TV, X, TiKIok, other social media placorns, |
23 and he rants and he raves about President Trump. He

25 about his desire to see President Trump go to prison. He
_ |
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1 has talked extensively about his desire to see President

2 Trump's family go to prison. He has talked extensively

3 about President Trump getting convicted in this case.

4 As a matter of fact, you will learn that last

5 night, 12 hours ago, Mr. Cohen, on a public forum, said he

6 had a mental excitement about this trial and his |

7 testimony. He called President Trump, just last night, a |

8 despicable human being, among other things. And he said |

9 that he wanted to see President Trump in an orange

10 jumpsuit. That was last night.

1n But, he says similar things multiple times a week

12 during the entire pendency of this case and even before

13 this case was brought. i

1u You'll learn that Mr. Cohen has misrepresented

15 key conversations where the only witness who vas present |
16 for the conversation was Mr. Cohen and, allegedly, |

17 President Trump. |

18 He has a goal, an obsession with getting Trump. |

19 And you're going to hear that.

20 I submit to you that he cannot be trusted. |

2 Separately from his obsession with President |

22 Trump and his obsession to get President Trump, on |

23 multiple occasions Mr. Cohen has testified under cath and |

24 lied.

25 MR. COLANGELO: Objection. |
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1 THE COURT: Sustained. i
2 MR. BLANCHE: He walked -- he has walked into a
3 courtroom very near here, raised his right hand, and swore
4 to tell the truth. And now he will tell you, I expect,
5 that he was lying.

6 MR. COLANGELO: Objection. : |
7 THE COURT: Sustained. |
8 Please approach. i
9 (Whereupon, the following proceedings were held

10 at sidebar:) i
1 MR. COLANGELO: There is no showing that i
12 Mr. Cohen testified falsely in any of the proceedings
13 that Mr. Blanche is referring to.
1 MR. BLANCHE: What I just said is that he
15 testified that he testified falsely. He will testify that |

17 MS. HOFFINGER: That's not what he said. i
18 MR. BLANCHE: That's what he said. He did say {

20 THE COURT: That's not what is standing. |
2 I don't know what you're testifying about from |
22 the podium. |
23 We'll hear it from the witness stand. |

24 MR. BLANCHE: They can use it against me. |
25 THE COURT: That's in dispute. I read it's in |
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1 dispute. I've heard it's in dispute.

2 You're not going into that.

3 MR. COLANGELO: Just to confirm, it's disputed

4 both in the Pauley trial and in Federal Court in front of

5 Judge Furman. |

6 MR. BLANCHE: It's his words. He said —- the |

7 question was asked, "Were you telling the truth when you |
8 testified before Judge Pauley?" i

9 He said, "No." |

1 And he said, "Yes."

12 MS. HOPFINGER: He said he lied across the

: 13 street.

16 He said he lied across the street.

18 context and full -- |

19 MR. BLANCHE: It -- |

20 THE COURT: Relax. Relax. |

a Let hin speak. I-need to hear what he's saying. |
22 MR. COLANGELO: Both in his further testimony in

23 that proceeding and in written submissions at his federal i

24 proceeding, he clarified and explained his testimony and

25 said that he was mot lying when he pled guilty, said he |
ee
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1 was prosecuted -- believed he was prosecuted unfairly.

3 not argument.

5 argue it at summations. [
6 T don't want to hear it now.

k MS. NECHELES: Can't Mr. Blanche say: I expect i

8 the evidence to say; we heard from the prosecutor; we

9 expect the evidence to say; we don't expect him to say? |

10 THE COURT: It's argument.

11 You can bring it up on summation. |

12 (Whereupon, the following proceedings were held |

13 in open court:) |

15 MR. BLANCHE: You will learn, ladies and | |

16 gentlemen, that Michael Cohen has pled guilty to lying |

18 That means, to be clear, that just like I expect |

19 witnesses will come in here and raise their right hand and |
20 swear to tell the truth and then testify, that means that {

21 Mr. Cohen did that, raised his right hand, swore to tell
22 the truth, and then lied. And admitted that. Pled guilty |
23 to lying. Under oath.

25 issues with Mr. Cohen: His obsession with President
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1 Trump, and his desire to see President Trump go to jail in
2 this case. His entire financial livelihood with podcasts.
3 He's written several books. He's frequently on the media.
4 His entire financial livelihood depends on President |
5 Trump's destruction. |

6 And, second, the fact -- admitted fact that he |
7 has lied under oath. |
8 I submit to you -- and I will talk to you again, |

10 given this, you cannot make a serious decision about |

12 There will be other witnesses. i
13 I expect Ms. Clifford/Stormy Daniels will i

15 President Trump. i
16 You will hear that he met her several years ago, |
17 in 2006. I may have said 2008 earlier. In 2006, some
18 18 years ago.
19 Then, at the time, as some of you may remember, |
20 President Trump was running a very popular TV show called
21 The Apprentice, which was looking -- always looking for
22 new opportunities and had a series of communications with
23 Ms. Daniels. But, ultimately, it did not work out. |
2 Since then, Ms. Clifford has made a living off of |
25 these communications, even though she publicly denied any |

eee ren se —
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1 improper relationship in writing. |

2 You will hear that in the weeks and months |

3 leading up to the 2016 election, she saw her chance to |
4. make a lot of money, $130,000. And it worked. She got an
5 NDA, and Michael Cohen paid her that money. He did that in
6 exchange for her silence. Which, of course, didn't work.
7 And since this story came out in 2018, became

9 because of it. She also wrote a book. She was paid for a |
10 documentary.

. 13 President Trump and that she owes hin somewhere around |
14 $600,000 as a result of those cases. |
15 But, I'm going to say something else about her i
16 testimony, and this is important. It doesn't matter. |
1 What I mean by that is, I expect you will learn

19 doesn't know anything about the charged 34 counts in this
20 caso. she has mo idea what Monae Coren wrote on the |
21 invoice. She has no idea how it was booked at Trump Tower. |
22 And she has no idea about the checks that are also charged
23 in this indictment.
2 So, her testimony, while salacious, does not |
25 matter.
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1 Now, I want to talk to you for just a few minutes
2 about what the People spent a long time talking about,
3 which is this catch and kill scheme between Mr. Pecker at |
4 AMI and President Trump and Michael Cohen as the part of

. 5 his lawyer. The People used the word "conspiracy". |
6 You will hear and see that there are 34 counts in |
7 this indictment. "Conspiracy" is not one of them. i
8 President Trump is not charged with any "conspiracy".

10 The reality is, there's nothing illegal about a |

12 happened among AMI and National Enquirer and Mr. Pecker
13 and President Trump. |
1 It happens -- I expect you will hear shortly, |
15 this sort of thing happens regularly, that newspapers make
16 decisions about what to publish, when to publish, and how |
17 to publish. It happens with politicians, with wealthy |
16 people, with famous people.
19 It's not a scheme. Unless a scheme means |
20 something that doesn't matter, that's not illegal, that's |

22 Rs part of this, the People talked about a catch |

24 rights to a story. |

25 But, I encourage you to listen over the next |
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1 couple of days -- well, listen to the whole trial, but
2 certainly over the next couple of days when you hear |
3 Wr. Becker testify about this supposed catch and kill.
4 Listen to what he says about his motivation to sell |
5 magazines, not surprising, and whether it really is a
6 catch and kill, and whether what the People just told you |
7 lines up with what the witness is going to say on that |
8 stand.
5 So, I'm going to sit down.

10 Before 1 do, I am going to say the same thing i
11 that the People said to you. Please listen to the

12 evidence. Listen to the testimony. Listen to the testimony
13 of Michael Cohen. Listen to the communications that folks |

14 had, the meetings that people had, 2015, 2016, 2017, years |
15 and years ago. And think about whether it rings true that
16 what they're saying is accurate and lines up with the |
17 other evidence that you hear.
10 Listen to the folks that still work at Trump

20 those various documents that make up the 34 counts. Listen |
21 about whether that has anything to do with President Trump |
22 or anything to do with AMI or a catch and kill scheme or |
23 the 2016 election. |
24 If you do that, T submit that you will reach the |
25 conclusion that it does not.
CN meee |
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1 And, listen, use your common sense. We're
2 New Yorkers. That's why we're here.
3 You told all of us, you told the Court, you told
4 me, that you would put aside whatever ideas you have of |
5 President Trump from the past eight years, the fact that |

6 he was President, the fact that he is running again for an |
7 electioh this November. And we trust you to do that. We |
8 do. We trust that you're going to decide this case based i

5 upon the evidence that you hear in this courtroom and
10 nothing else.
11 And if you do that, there will be a very swift, a |
12 very swift not guilty verdict.
13 Thank you.
1 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Blanche.
15 Counsel, please approach.
16 (Whereupon, the following proceedings were held |
17 at sidebar:) |

18 THE COURT: I know you want to take a short |

19 break. You can do that. |
20 But, I need to have the jurors out of here by
2 10. |
2 VR. STEINGIASS: fhat time is it now? i
2 92 Gos Tom to breton. |
2 We can put your witness on the stand for ten i
25 minutes, maybe fifteen minutes, tops, of we can adjoumn |
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1 today and start tomorrow. It's up to you. i
2 MR. STEINGLASS: What do you think? Start? |
3 We need five minutes to get him upstairs. |
4 (Whereupon, the following proceedings were held |
5 in open court:) |
6 THE COURT: We're going to take a very short |

7 ten-minute recess. I

8 I ask you to please step out. Follow the |
9 instructions of the officer. |

10 (Whereupon, the jurors and the alternate jurors |
11 are excused.) |
12 THE COURT: See you back at 12 noon. |

13 (Whereupon, a recess is taken.) |
14 (Whereupon, Senior Court Reporter Laurie |
15 Eisenberg is relieved by Senior Court Reporter Theresa
16 Magnicarri, and the transcript continues on the following
17 page.) |
18 i
19
20 |
21
22 |
23
2 |
25
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1 THE CLERK: Case on trial continues. All parties |
2 are present. Appearances remain the same. Outside the |

4 THE COURT: Bring in the jury. |

s (Jury entering courtroom.)
6 THE COURT: You can be seated.
7 hank you. I
8 THE CLERK: The jury is present and properly
5 seated.

wo 92 Couns: ecpies please ould your fires |
n witness. |
12 MR. STEINGLASS: The People call David Pecker. i
13 (Witness entering courtroom.) i

1 COURT OFFICER: Remain standing. |
15 THE CLERK: Please raise your right hand. |
16 Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony |
1” that you are going to give before this Court and jury shall
18 be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, do
19 you so swear or affirm?

21 D-AV-I-D  P-B-C-K-E-R, called as a witness on behalf of the
22 People, was duly sworn by the Clerk of the Court, upon being

24 THE CLERK: Please be seated.
25 COURT OFFICER: Please state your name.

i
i

|
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1 THE WITNESS: David Pecker. i
2 COURT OFFICER: Spelling your last name. i
3 THE WITNESS: P-B-C-K-E-R. |
a COURT OFFICER: County of residence. i
s THE WITNESS: Barfield, Connecticut.
6 THE COURT: Good afternoon, Mz. Pecker.
? You may inquire.
0 MR. STEINGLASS: May I inquire? |
s me cour: ves. |

10 MR. STEINGLASS: Thank you. |
11 prmecr examvaTION i
12 BY MR. sTEINGLASS: J
1 0. Good afternoon, Mr. Pecker. i
1 A. Good afternoon.
15 I'm sorry to start with this question. fow old are |
16 your |
17 A. Seventy-two. |

1 0. Are you married? |
1 a es |
20 Q. How long have you been married? : |

2 A. Thirty-six years.

2 A on have a Bachelor's Degree from ace tniversisy, |
25 and I also received a Doctorate Degree that was granted to me

|
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1 from race. i
2 Q. 1 am going to ask you to slide your chair a little bit |

3 forward so your mouth is a little closer to the microphone. |
om om |
5 Q. That's better. Thank you.

? A. I'm self-employed now. |

9 A. Ido consulting work. |
10 Q. nd is one of the companies you consult for your prior
11 employer? (
vn ete
3 Q. Who was your prior employer? i
14 A. by prior employer was American Media. |
1s Q. Is that known as AMI for short?
16 A mI is correct.
1 THE COURT: 1 apologize for interrupting you. We
18 didn't give the jurors an opportunity to get some writing |

1 materials. |
2 So 47t oF to mn. neg ventas |
zn Raise your rignt hand.
2 Keep your hand up.
» © spviogten sor ntereupring.
2 MR. STEINGLASS: No problem. |
2s THE COUNT: Does everyone who wants a pad or a pen

|
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1 have one?
2 Okay. Great.
3 Sorry, Mr. Steinglass.
4 MR. STEINGLASS: No problem. |
s Q. So I think we left off, you were telling us what kind |
6 of company AMI is. |
2 A. American Media is a publishing company that primarily |
8 publishes celebrity magazines and it used to publish health and |
9 fitness magazines. |

10 0. Can you sive us some examples of other AML |
11 publications? |
12 A. Yes. The National Enquirer, the Globe, Life & Style,

13° In Touch, Closer, Us Weekly. |
14 Qo. star? i
15 A star.
16 nd on the health and fitness titles, it was Shape and
17 Muscle & Fitness and Flex.
18 Q. What was your title at AMI?
1 A. Iwas Chairman, President and CEO. |
20 Q. Did you also have an ownership interest? |
2 RB. Yes, T owned 10 percent of the company. i
22 Q. How long did you work at AMI? |

2 A. From March 1999 through August of 2020. |
24 Q. During the period from 2015, say, to 2017, what was |

oes your titier i

|
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© nna cubliening envisoment you nave multiple diferent |
—

6 On the editorial side, you have Editor-in-Chief, and |

7 you have the state, manssing editors, recloncess, seporters.
, hn an on the eperations side, you have vasious i

11 Administration. All those departments reported to the directors [

12 of each of those units that I just mentioned, and that is the {

14 And everybody, all those people, reported directly to i-. |
16 050 a5 C20 and president and Chaseran, did you have he |
17 final say over publishing decisions, including which stories |
18 would get published and which stories would not get published? |
19 A. . Yes, I had the final say. |

2 on the cotohricy side of the magasine industry, at |

24 publish a story. So anything over $10,000 that they would spend |

25 ona story, that waula ave to be vetted and brought up-c me 46 |
|
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1 they were going to spend more for approval. |

3 also have final kind of editorial say; in other words, the
4 ability to determine that a particular story was not going to be |
5 run, or a particular story was going to be run? |
6 A. Being in the publishing industry for 40 years, I
7 realized early in my career that the only thing that was
© important is the cover of a magazine. So when the editors i
5 produce a story, or prepare the cover, we would have a meeting |

10 and they would present to me what the story would be, what the
11 concept was, what the cost was going to be.
12 Q. And if the story involved, I guess for lack of a better |
13 way to say it, a big story, or a famous person, did you have the
14. final say on whether or not to publish that story?

1 Q. there generally was your office located? |
1 A. We were located in Soca Raton, Florida, and in
18 Manhattan on -- I have been out a little bit, for a while, on
19 the corner of Broad and Water Street.

2 Are you familiar with the term "editor meetings?" |

23 Q. can you explain to the jury what is an editor meeting, |
26 wnat are editor meetings? |
25 A. As the editors prepare and put a story together, and
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1 spending these expenditures to produce that, and then coming up
2 to producing a cover, I would have a meeting for the editors to
3 present their covers to me, and then I would take a look and see
4 if the cover that's being presented meets some qualifications.
s hs an example, we have a large research department, and|
© if the cover subject vas going to be presented, I persenally |
7 wanted to make sure that the cover subject is not in the sole |
© interest of the editor, that it vas interested in who our
5 audience is. |

11 why did they pick that subject, is the topic over right now,
12 what the cover line is going to be, what the photo is, and then |
13 that's how. |
14 So we would have these meetings before the publication |
15 was finalized, and then we would have these meetings sometimes |

16 once or tice a week. |
1 Goa tee you pesictgate in editor seesingrt |
10 A. Yes, I participated in all of them. |
1 0. Were there editor meetings for all of AMI's
20 publications or on certain publications?
21 A. Primarily the celebrity titles, the tabloids. |
2 Q. How about the National Enquirer?
2 A. Yes, for the National Enguirer, yes. |
2 Q. Was that ANI's most well known tabloid, to use your |
25 worar

|
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so micoeron

8 All right. |

5 And your personal cellphone, Just the last four digits?

1. And did you have a separate office phone number in |
15 Florida? I

23 A. Yes, I did. |

25 A. I had two email addresses. |

i
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1 Q. And without giving us the beginning portion of those
2 email addresses, did they end with the domain name AMILink.com?
3 A. Yes, they did.
a Q. Now, why did you have two separate email addresses at
5 AMILink.com?
6 A. Well, the reason being, I would receive hundreds of |

7 emails a day and I had my assistants look at all of my emails |

8 to vet out which ones I should look at right away, which ones |
9 were important or not.

10 I also had a second email address which was private |
11 because I would receive emails from the Human Resources I

12 Department on salaries and raises and compensation, or sometimes

14 so I had two. |
1s Q. So without giving us the exact name of those email

"| 16 addresses, is it fair to say you had one kind for general {

17 purposes and one for purposes that you didn't want other people |
18 to have access to?

20 Q. And in addition to H.R. matters, like salary, did you |

21 also sometimes use the more restrictive email address when you
22 were dealing with sensitive subjects or sources? i
2 A. Yes, for confidential I would. |
24 Q. Are you here today pursusnt to a subpoena? |
25 A. Yes, I am. |
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1 Q. And are you represented by counsel? {

2 A. Yes, I am. |

3 Q. Ts your lawyer present in court?
‘ A. Yes, he is.
5 Q. Are you familiar with somebody named Dylan Howard? |
6 a ves tam |
7 Q. Who is Dylan Howard? |

9 American Media. He was also promoted over the years to become |

10 Editor-in-Chief of the National Enquirer, Editor of Star. He
11 was the Managing Director of Radar, a digital celebrity site.
12 And he was also the Chief Content Officer of the company.
13 So, which means, to clarify, that means that all the editors |
14 reported directly to Dylan Howard. |
15 Q. So he was kind of like Chief Editor-in-Chief? |

1 Q. But, in addition to that, he was also the |
18 Editor-in-Chief of the National Gnquirer? i
Bn ven ne vin, i

zn 207 |
2 A. Yes, that's correct. i
23 Q. In that capacity, who was his direct supervisor? |

3 A oyian reporced directly to me. |
25 ©. nd can you describe for the jury a Little bit about, |

|
|
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1 what Dylan Howard's roles were in each of those two jobs. I
2 know you said he had a lot of jobs, but the two that I'm asking |

4 Enquirer and kind of being the Editor-in-Chief of all the AMI |
5 publications, the Chief Content Officer? |
6 A. The difference about celebrity magazines versus other
7 magazines, these celebrity or tabloids are all weekly. So
8 they're all weeklies. The editor, as Dylan, would receive, as I
9 call it, his report card every week based on what the sales

10 would be. So you would know immediately whatever decision Dylan
11 made or we made for the cover of the magazine, you would i
12 immediately see what the sales were. If it was a mistake, you
13 didn’t do it again. That's one. |
1 The other piece, the other portion of the job is, all |
15 of the sources, freelancers, editors, photographers, writers,
16 all reported up to different department heads, but they all i
17 ended vp seporsing to oy. |
18 Q. As Chief Content Officer?
19 A. As Chief Content Officer. |
20 Q. Now -- withdrawn. i
2 50 is it fair to say that Dylan Howard kind of ran the
22 network of sources for AMI, all of AMI's publications?
23 A. Yes, because his job was to make sure that we would |
24 have the most exclusive and current content. |
25 Q. Now, when it came to -- I don't know how to say this, |

|
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1 juicy stories, did he run those decisions by you? |

3 Q. Was part of his responsibilities to maintain i
4 relationships and cultivate relationships with potential i
5 sources? |

6 A. Yes, it was a very important part of his job. |

8 little bit basic, can you explain, what is a source? |

10 As an editor of a tabloid magazine, you develop over |
11 the years a group of sources, and the sources might be people |
12 who work in hotels, people who work for lawyers, people who |
13 work for various different aspects of a celebrity. A celebrity |

16 might be using like, for exemple, a linousine service. We I
15 develop sources. And that's really what makes a celebrity
16 reporter or celebrity editor or celebrity Editor-in-Chief. ‘It's |

18 entire source network. |
19 Q. Thank you.
20 Does Dylan Howard still work at AMI, to your knowledge?
2 A. It's ny understanding he doesn't work for them any
22 more.

2 A No, I'm not. |
25 Q. Do you know where he is living now?

|
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1 A. It's ny understanding he is living in Australia. |
2 Q. Are you aware of any health conditions involving ¥r.
3 Howard? |

5 WR. Bove: objection. |
6 THE COURT: Overruled. [

7 Q. I don't want to get too personal. Can you tell us a
© little bit about what health conditions involving Mr. Howard you |
9 are aware of? |

10 A Prom what I heard, is that he right now has a spinal |
11 condition. i
12 Gana axe you aware of shether ers possivie fox bam zo |
13 travel intemationally? i
1 A. It's my understanding he can't.

16 someone named Bonnie Fuller? |
17 A. Yes, Iwas. |
18 Q. And who was Bonnie Fuller?

20 and she was hired by Jann Wenner when he purchased Us Weekly. |

21 Bonnie Fuller was a celebrity editor and Jann Wenner hired her
22 and she turned the magazine around and it became the most i
23 popular magazine in the country. |

2 And, rather, American Media was just in the process of |

25 competing against Bonnie Fuller and Us Weekly with my |
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1 magazines, which was the National Enquirer and Star, and she was | i

3 Bonnie fuller. And I approached her, and I was able to bring |
4 her over from Wenner Media to become the Chief Editor of the
5 star |

7 MR. STEINGLASS: Okay. |

5 I would ask you to please be back here in time for us to
10 start at 11 o'clock in the morning. Again, we're going to |
n work through Lunch and we'll stop at 2 o'clock. |
12 I am not going to repeat all of the admonitions, I |
13 just gave them to you. i
14 sasically, dons discuss this case either mony |
15 yourselves of with anyone else. Please contime to keep |
16 an open mind as to defendant's guilt or innocence. |
1” Please do not form or express an opinion as to the (
1 defendant's quilt or innocence. |
19 Put the case out of your mind. Don't think about |

20 it. Don't talk about it. And don't read anything about
2 it. |
2 Thank you. |
2 Twill see you tomorrow.
2 (dury leaving courtroom.)
25 THE COURT: Please be seated.

|
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1 You can step out, sir. fl

2 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

4 on |
5 THE COURT: All right. i
6 5s you know, tomorrow morning we're going to have |
9 our hearing at 9:30. If for some reason we're not done by |
® 11, I expect that we will be, we'll pause it at that point
Sand ues deed with che day and hen pick 33 bak oor |

10 that,
1 MR. STEINGLASS: Can we approach on scheduling
12 ratters?
13 Omaxespon, a sidsbes tock place betusen the const. |
14 and counsels)
1s UR. STEINGLASS: So I think you told the Jury that |
16 we were working on Monday, but I thought the Court had
1” asked —-

19 MR. STEINGLASS: That was number one. |
20 Number tuo, 1 think you might have also said we |
2a were breaking early on Tuesday, the 30th. I am not sure
22 that anyone is asking for that. My understanding is Mr.
23 Stern. isn't coming in that day at all. |
2 MS. NECHELES: There is no seder. |
25 ‘THE COURT: We can work all day. I will advise |

{

|
ree N————————
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1 the Jury of that. |
2 WR. STEINGIASS: Great. |
3 MS. NECHELES: Thank you. |
‘ THE COURT: We do have one juror —- I believe we |
s have one juror who observes the holiday, We can find out
6 from her if she needs to leave at 2.
2 MR. STEINGLASS: My understanding is, I think T

5 for that day it's either all or nothing. With that |
10 holiday, it's either the juror wouldn't be able to come in |

1 at all or they will be able to stay ustil 5. There is i
12 nothing about leaving carly that day. |
w ro coun We wai ctarssy. |
1 MR. BOVE: I have a few applications with respect |
1 to Mr. pecker. |
16 ‘THE COURT: Sure. |

17 (Whereupon, the following occurred back in open |

1 courts)
19 MR. BOVE: First of all, during the testimony this |

2 about not speaking objections, we objected to some i
2 testimony fron Wr. pecker about the whereabouts of Dylan |
2 Howard. |
2  vanted to amplify that obgection and move to |
25 strike the testimony. It was hearsay. He doesn't have |

|
|

|
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1 firsthand knowledge of those facts, and it was also

2 seretevant.

» ve. SET Sire of all, potemsiel

’ Second of a11, whether ox not it's srvetovane |
§ depends on whet exguments defense Sntents 16 nate, wma 3% |
5 sien costed ve sowmdnional for some supmenes wat ve |

14 MR. BOVE: The question of witness availability il

15 for that hestsay exception, Judge, 42 for you, and you make

17 not relevant to what the jury is considering. They're not

1 position.
20 THE COURT: Thank you. |

2 Your objection is noted. i
= anything else? |

= a7, wast oe |

|
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1 come up during the testimony of Mr. Pecker. We thought we |
2 span soe seem na 8 fn COVE 288 79 Cie |
5 HE count sure. |
4 MR. BOVE: One relates to the issue with the |

5 Limiting instruction that the Court distributed this
s morning relating to Mr. Cohen. I think it's likely a
, similar issue will present itself during the testimony of
. Mr. becker, and in particular with respect to AMI's
9 resolution with the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern

10 District of New York. We think the same limiting |

1 instruction, you know, modified to change out Mr. Cohen and i

12 45 000 AE fo swprepstate. We WIL ash for then ob the© J
1 right time. |
14 MR. STEINGLASS: That's reasonable. |
1s HE COURT: Ts the email instruction that I i
16 dratted, is that acceptable? i
vw WR. BOVE: Judge, we think it would need to be
1 modified slightly. If we can take some time this afternoon
1 to make a proposal to the Court. i
20 HE COURT: © would ask both sides to submit new |
21 proposals. Please get it to me by this afterncon. |

2 WR. BoE: The next 1asue selates co the potential|
23 for testimony about polygraphs administered to Mr. Sajudin. f[

2 enn ney be the omy ne. tne Cou ies in dinine |
2s that evidence relating to the polygraph administered to
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1 Stormy Daniels was inadmissible. We think that the logic
2 of the ruling should apply with equal force to any |
3 testinony fron Mr. Pecker regarding the polygraph to Mr. |
4 sajudin. |
5 MR. STEINGLASS: We're not intending to elicit |

6 that. |
7 THE COURT: There you are. |

5 Next, we think it's likely that the government
10 will offer evidence of some newspaper articles during the
1 testimony of Mr. Pecker. Some from the National Enquirer. |
12 Also, at least one, maybe tuo, from the all Street i
13 Journal. When those are offered, we would ask that the |
u Limiting instruction be provided, that they're not being |
15 offered for the truth, and to explain to the jury the
16 sanissibility purposes for which they're being used at
1” trial.
10 VR. STEINGLASS: I'm not sure that is the |
19 appropriate time to give that instruction. I would like |

20 to think about that.
21 But, obviously, they're not being admitted for

2 their truth, and so it may be appropriate at some point to |
23 inform the jury of that. |

25 these articles would be. |

|
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1 MR. STEINGLASS: Well, I think there are two
2 categories. One we discussed at some length in the motions [

a National Enquirer, at least the headlines in the National
5 Enquirer, the pro-Trump headlines and the anti-opponent
. headiines. |
7 I think Mr. Bove mentioned that we intend to

8 elicit two Wall Street Journal articles, one from |
5 November 4, 2016, and the other from damuary 12, 200. |

10 Those are also coming in for the facts and the dates of |
un thei publications, but not for truth of the matters i

13 objection to some type of instruction at the appropriate |
1 time. |

1 offering them is to establish the date and the fact that |
bg) it's published? i

19 those articles. Not because they're true, but because of

21 came out prior to the election, and for the cover-up, for |
22 the article that came out in January of 2018, kind of
23 unmasking the Stormy Daniels deal.
2 THE COURT: All right. So you can submit your
25 proposed Language later on and you can indicate what srs |

|
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1 intended purpose is for 50.1 could read it to the jurors. |
2 MR. BOVE: Thank you, Judge. We will do that.
3 The last issue relates to some records that I {
4 think will be offered through the testimony of Mr. Pecker |

6 two categories, as I understand it, a set of emails anda |
kl set of text messages. |
5 Without prejudging the testimony, I would not be
5 shocked if Mr. Pecker can lay a business records foundation

10 for some or all of those materials. Certainly if he can't, |
1 I would be shocked if the custodian couldn't achieve that.

13 this trial, there are some complicated and embedded hearsay |
1 issues in the documents. Mr. Pecker is participating in |
15 some of the text message exchanges. He is also i
16 participating in some of the emails. Those are not |

1 complicated. |

19 embedded hearsay issues that will need to be addressed.
20 We don't want to necessarily slow down the witness's
21 testimony when those come in as business records in front |
22 of the jury, but at some point, particularly with respect
23 to communications that Mr. Pecker is mot a party to, we
21 would Like to be heard on the other hearsey issues they |
2s raise.
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: WA. STEINGIASS: This is a short issue. We can
2 address evidentiary issues when they arise, but I don't
3 believe there is a requirement that in order to be a I
a business record that the witness be a party to the
5 communications. So, like I said, we could address these |

6 issues when they arise.
’ MR. BOVE: Just to clarify the issue, the |
0 government can lay a foundation that a text message between
5 Mr. Howard and a third party comes in as a business record.

10 That text message communication is a business record. |
n There's still an embedded hearsay issue with respect to the |
12 factual assertions in the text messages coming in for the
13 truth. or not. That is the issue that is more tricky and |
1 requires nore analysis. The business record foundation |
1s doesn't alleviate that issue. |
16 My point is, when Mr. Pecker is on the stand, if |

18 to be coming into evidence based on the business records |

19 foundation, and some would be displayed to the jury when |
2 Me. Booker is a party, I don't think that is complicated. |
2 on the other hand, if the government contemplates
2 putting in text messages from Mr. Howard to third parties |
2 Who have not testified yet and my not testify, and to i
wt" pny vom ve sesso nition 52i So |
2s testimony of Mr. Pecker, that would be mich more |

|

rr ————————— 1
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1 complicated, and we would ask to be heard at that time or |

3 THE COURT: Let's discuss it now. |

1 MR. BOVE: I can go exhibit by exhibit. |
5 THE COURT: You can show me a couple of exhibits,

7 MR. BOVE: So, for example, Government's Exhibit
. 16 45 a string of Novenbor 2015 emails between people I |
9 understand to be AMI employees, Sharon Churcher, Barry |

1 or the other the government to lay a business records |
12 foundation that that email thread can come in, mot for tne |
13 content of the statements but for the fact that AMI
1 maintained an email system that allows those to come in.
15 There are factual assertions in that email that are made by |
16 hearsay declarants, none of whom are going to testify at |
1 the trial, so those factual assertions in the email cannot |
18 come in for the truth. |

20 axe several emails like this, and many, many sets of text |
21 nessages like this. I am not suggesting the government is |
22 doing anything wrong here, but we would like to flag it |

: 23 because it does raise some complex issues that are going to |
2 need to be addressed.
25 MR. STEINGLASS: Let me just say briefly that this

|
i
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2 it now, atthe st sowie pave ben bectas 46 ve rene |
3 about it a months ago when we provided those exhibits and |

5 limine, which we have passed the motions in limine |

A —
1 ra

1 Just mentioned, which would be People’s Exhibit 163, there |

16 detailed recitation of che Dino Sajudin story. Although
19 that should come in because it informs what happened |

2 an cxarple where © think we could aseee, and there are
235 probably many others. i
24 THE COURT: Mr. Bove, what I would ask you to do i

25 is identify the email or the email threads that you are |

|
|
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1 referring to, consult with the prosecution, see what you

3 can't come to an agreement on. |
a MR. BOVE: Thank you. And we will. |
s Just on the timing issue, we want to use your |
6 Sonox's vise etticiensiy, wot, 1 think, a2 vee Souet 1a |
? auare, we learned that Mr. Pecker would be called as a |
8 witness yesterday at about 3.
9 THE COURT: Iam not aware of what time it was. |

10 MR. BOVE: That's the First time the goverment |
BO tole us abou it. |

12 THE COURT: Anything else from the defense? |
13 MR. BOVE: No, your Honor. |
14 Thank you. |

6 WA. STERIGIASS: No. Thank you, Tudse.
ft THE COURT: Is there anything else that you would |
1s $e 550 SIRE 0% you VSR Mite me bo sonsidhe tegen ve ff
15 have our hearing tomorrow at 95307 |
20 MR. BOVE: Just on the contempt motion? |

2 THE COURT: Yes. |
22 MR. BOVE: No, your Honor. |

23 Thank you. |

2 MR. CONROY: Nothing additional at this point. |
25 Can we approach for a moment on that? |

|

|
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1 HE couRT: Sure. i
2 Gihereupon, a sidebar took place between the |
3 court and counsels) i
a MR. CONROY: T guess I was wondering if we should
5 put a witness on tomorrow for the various truths. It's not
6 clear to me whether there is an objection to those coming

8 THE COURT: You consent to the introduction of |
9 posts? |

10 NR. CONROY: Yeah, I'm just trying to figure out
1 how the hearing would work out tomorrow, if we should have
12 witnesses. I

1 to you how you are going to do that.
15 How long do you think it will take to present your|

17 MR. CONROY: Thirty-five minutes maybe. |
18 THE COURT: Okay.
19 MR. CONROY: Somewhere between 30 minutes to an |
20 hour.
2 THE COURT: Are you going to present anything? |
22 MR. BOVE: We may amplify some of the legal |

23 arguments that we made in the briefing. So subject to |

3 angering sasssionas.
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1 THE COURT: Let's be sure we start at 9:30 sharp. |

2 [Ep —— |
3 THE COURT: Thank you.
. Have a good night. |
s (nereupon, the trial in this matter stood
6 adjourned to Tuesday, April 23, 2024, at 9:30 a.m.) |
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